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In a word, the Future is, of all things, the thing least like eternity. It is the
most completely temporal part of time-for the Past is frozen and no longer
flows, and the Present is all lit up with eternal rays .... Hence nearly all
vices are rooted in the future. Gratitude looks to the past and love to the
present; fear, avarice, lust and ambition look ahead.... (T]he present...
there, and there alone, all duty, all grace, all knowledge, and all pleasure
dwell ....

-C.S. Lewis

I. INTRODUCTION

Legal problems for attorneys may arise when a state official or employee
leaves public service to work within a related field in the private sector, a
process known as the "revolving door." Legal problems may arise as well
when an attorney's "pecuniary interest" arises to the level of a conflict of
interest. Additionally, governmental agencies may face dilemma in acquiring
and retaining quality officials and employees for government service. This
comment discusses the missions and roles of the Attorney General's Office,
the Ethics Commission, and other agencies concerning revolving door and
conflicts of interest statutes. The focus will be on the interpretation of these
statutes for state agency officials and employees, with some additional
comment on attorneys operating in state government. The final section
provides some recommendations for improving the conflicts of interest and
revolving door statutes.

A. Background Information

In the aftermath of scandals surrounding ethical behavior by business and
government, both nationally and within Texas, such as those of Enron,
WorldCom, and ImClone, conflicts of interest appear to be an issue worth
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attention within government and administrative agencies.' More corporations
are teaching ethics,' and reports of unethical behavior in business and
government are increasing.3 Time magazine's people of the year were three
"whistle blowers" of unethical practices in government and corporate
America.4 Nationally and within the state, revolving door statutes are being
presented to proscribe pecuniary interest in government administrative
matters. 5

On the federal level, the Office of Government Ethics has prosecuted at
least 127 cases addressing conflicts of interest in the past ten years,6 resulting
in an average of at least one such prosecution per month. It is also important
to remember that these cases are criminal prosecutions and do not represent

1. See Wendy Frew, Enron Fallout Prompts Review of Conflict of Interest Codes, AUSTL.
FINANCIAL REV., March 22, 2002, at I, available at LEXIS, News Library, Australian Financial Review
File (reporting that Australian lawyers dealing in non-legal markets are examining their current code of
conduct to avoid Enron-like conflicts of interest); see also Tania Padgett, Top Banks Announce Big Hits;
Conflict-of-Interest Settlements Send Stocks Down Slightly, NEWSDAY, Dec. 24, 2002, at A53 (reporting
that Citigroup would incur a $1.5 billion charge to settle costs associated with conflicts of interest
settlements with regulators, litigation costs and Enron-related litigation); Bob Richter, Comptroller Urges
Eye on Big Business. SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS-NEws, July 9, 2002, at 6A (reporting Texas Comptroller
announcement of initiatives requiring state agencies to submit to regular external audits, facing penalties
for violations, creating tougher conflicts of interest measures and disclosing that Texas lost millions of
dollars in investments with WorldCom and Enron); andAngela Zimm, More lmClone Directors to Testify;
Investigation: A House panel wants to hear from outside board members about oversight, possible
conflicts of interest, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 9,2002, at I, available at LEXIS, News Library, Los Angeles Times
File (reporting Energy and Commerce subcommittees requiring ImClone's directors to testify on possible
conflicts of interest and subpoena of business records for verification).

2. Center for Ethics in Government. More Corporations are Teaching Ethics, at http://www.ncsl.
orglethics/ (Nov. II, 2002).

3. See, e.g., KPMG, Whistle Blowing is on the Increase Reveals KPMG Forensic Survey, at
http://www.kpmg.co.uk/kpmg/uk/press/detail.cfm?pr=! 502 (Sept. 5, 2002).

4. Richard Lacayo and Amanda Ripley, Persons of the Year, TIME, Dec. 30, 2002, at 30. Time
magazines' three people of the year were as follows: Sherron Watkins, Enron Vice-President who wrote
warnings of unethical behavior in letters to Enron Chairman Kenneth Lay; Coleen Rowley, an FBI Staff
Attorney who wrote to FBI Director Robert Mueller describing the agency field offices' failure to respond
to her continuing requests for investigations of a terrorist later found culpable in the 9/Il attacks; and
Cynthia Cooper, who informed the Board of Directors at WorldCom that the company had unethically
covered $ 3.8 billion in unethical bookkeeping practices. Id.

5. Daniel Goldstein and Rob Urban, Auditor 'Revolving-Door' Ban Seen Getting Boost in
Congress, BLOOMBERG NEWS, July 3,2002, at 1, available at LEXIS, Research System, News & Business,
All Bloomberg News File (citing Congressional move to impose revolving door statutes in accounting
fields); Claudia Grisales, Last-minute Bill WouldLimit Campaign Contributions, COXNEWS SERVICE, May
8, 2001, at 1, available at LEXIS, Research System, News & Business, Cox News File (reporting that
House Bill 3065, in addition to campaign-contribution prohibitions would impose a two-year ban on state
agencies and government offices prior to lobbying their former employer).

6. United States Office of Government Ethics, Other Ethics Guidance, Conflict of Interest
Prosecution Surveys, OLC Opinions and Court Cases, at http:llwww.usoge.gov/pageslaws-regsfedreg
_stats/other..ethicsguidance.html. (lastvisited Dec. 28,2002). This data was compiled from surveys listed
at this site. Id. This figure may be under-reported due to the surveys' reliance on the reporting of these
figures by the Department of Justice, U.S. Attorney's Office, and Public Integrity Section to the Office of
Ethics in Government for compilation. Id.
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the civil prosecutions that may also have occurred through that same period.7

On a national level, this indicates a need for clarity and vigilance in the area
of conflicts of interest for the administrative agencies, their in-house counsel,
executive directors, and board members in the public sector.

B. Growing Concerns

Conflicts of interest are a concern as well in state and local government.
More than thirty states have placed restrictions on employment of lawyers
returning from government service to private practices,8 and twenty-six states
mandate a period before former public officials can represent clients before
the legislature.9 All fifty states have legislative ethics committees that address
ethical issues such as conflicts of interest," and thirty-nine states have state
ethics commissions that investigate conflicts of interest complaints and
oversee state agencies, public officials, and employees." Texas Government
Code Chapter 572, which provides a cornerstone of state law in ethical
behavior, affects more than fifty state agencies' conduct and behavior within
its charge.'2 The American Bar Association has also proposed changes to the
model rules regarding professional conduct. 3 Furthermore, the Texas State
Bar has also proposed new rules to the Texas Disciplinary Rules of
Professional Conduct.14

C. Brief History

Texas has grappled with the conflicts of interest and revolving door
statutes throughout much of its history, first addressing conflicts of interest in

7. See, e.g., PUBLIC INTEGRITY SECTION, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, REPORT TO THE CONGRESS
ON THE ACTIVITIES AND OPERATIONS OF THE PUBLIC INTEGRITY SECTION FOR 1999 (1999), available at
http://www.usdoj.gov/criminal/pin/Annual-Report_1999.pdf.

8. Rachel E. Boehm, Caught in the Revolving Door: A State Lawyer's Guide to Post-Employment
Restrictions, 15 REV. LITIG. 525 (1996).

9. Center for Ethics in Government, Prohibitions Against Legislators Lobbying State Government
After They Leave Office, at http://www.ncsl.org/programs/ethics/erevolving.htn (July 2001).

10. Center for Ethics in Government, State Legislative Ethics Committees, at http://www.ncsl.org
/programslethics/e_cmtes.htm. (May 2003).

11. Id. The authority vested in these commissions varies between states. Id. Six states do not have
jurisdiction over state legislators: Illinois, Indiana, New York, Michigan, Ohio, and North Carolina. Id.

12. TEX. GOV'T CODE ANN. § 572.003(b) (Vernon Supp. 2004).
13. Mark Hansen, Professional Conduct; Hot Off the Press: Revised Model Rules Are Nearly

Readyfor State Scrutiny, 88 A.B.A. J. 36,38 (June 2002) (reporting that even states that do not follow the
Model Rules of Professional Conduct are expected to evaluate their professional conduct codes after Ethics
2000, the first comprehensive review of the Model Rules, and that sixteen states and D.C. are reviewing
the revised Model Rules, while another eight have announced plans to do so).

14. Luther H. Soules III, Update: Proposed Conflict of Interest and Confidentiality Rules, 33 ST.
MARY'S L. J. 753 (2002). These proposed changes will not take effect until adopted by both the Texas
Supreme Court and the State Bar of Texas. Id. at 753.
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18741" with those statutes remaining essentially unchanged for more than one
hundred years. 16 Article 988b of Vernon's Annotated Civil Statutes, now
codified as Chapter 171 of the Texas Local Government Code, 7 replaced that
first proscription on government officials and employees. 8 These few
statutes, combined with common law decisions have set forth the conduct
regarding conflicts of interest for local government employees.' 9 Although the
state has not had revolving door statutes for as long, with the growth of state
government, Texas has seen a need to address the "standards of conduct for
officers and employees of state agencies ... in the area of possible conflict
between their private interests and official duties."2 Codified under the civil
statutes as Article 6252-9b,2 this rule was replaced by the present rules which
created the Texas Ethics Commission.22 The present revolving door statute is
found at Section 572.054 of the Texas Government Code.23 While aimed at
lobbyists, this statute also addressed the problem of former agency personnel
appearing before an agency,24 although the legislature did not feel it necessary
to impose such a restriction on itself.25

15. Act approved Mar. 30, 1874, 14th Leg., R.S., ch. 39, 1874 Tex. Gen. Laws 47, 47.
[It shall be unlawful for any sheriff, deputy sheriff, county treasurer, or ex-sheriff, or ex-county
treasurers, until they have made final settlement with their respective counties, or any other
officer of any county of this State, or any city or town therein, to contract, directly or indirectly,
or in any way to become interested in any contract for any draft or order on the treasurer of said
county, city or town,jury certificate or any other kind of debt, claim or liability, for which said
county, city or town may or can, in any event, be made liable.

Id.
16. Id.
17. TEX. Loc. GOV'TCODE ANN. § 171.001-.009 (Vernon 1999 & Supp. 2004).
18. TEX. ATTORNEY GENERAL, CONFLICT OF INTEREST: STATUTES PERTAINING TO LOCAL

GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS (1990).
19. OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, Public Officers: Traps for the Unwary, (2002), at

www.oag.state.tx.us/AGPublications/pdfs/traps02.pdf [hereinafter AG HANDBOOK].
20. Act of Apr. 24, 1957, 55th Leg., R.S., ch. 100, 1957 Tex. Gen. Laws 213 (repealed 1993)

(current version at TEX. GOV'T CODE ANN. § 572.051-058 (Vernon 1994)).
21. Id. This act containing four sections, addressed not only the original "revolving door statute,"

see e.g., Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. I I (1992), but also conflicts of interest for state officials.
22. See HOUSE COMM. ON STATE AFFAIRS, BILL ANALYSIS, Tex. C.S.H.B. 1, Digest, 72nd Leg.,

R.S. (1991).
The bill would abolish the State Ethics Advisory Commission and establish the Texas Ethics
Commission in its place. The commission would not be subject to sunset review. The
commission would be composed of six members, as well as, the secretary of state, who would
act as an ex-officio, non-voting member. Commission members would serve two-year terms and
could not serve more than two full terms.

Id.
23. See TEX. Gov'T CODE ANN. § 572.054 historical note (Vernon 1994), [Act of June 7, 1991,

72nd Leg., ch. 304, § 3.07, 1991 Tex. Gen. Laws 1290, 1319].
24. See HOUSE COMM. ON STATE AFFAIRS, BILL ANALYSIS, Tex. S.B. 1, 72nd Leg., R.S. (1991),

(stating that revolving-door prohibitions would put an end to agency heads lobbying their former
employees).

25. See id. "However, a similar revolving door prohibition on legislators would not make sense,
since many legislators have full-time jobs as lawyers and could wind up being unable to practice their
profession." But see, Ban Sought on Lobby Jobs by Ex-Lawmakers, HOUSTON CHRON., Feb. 2, 1999, at
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D. Texas's Regulatory Agencies

The Texas Constitution prohibits legislators from conflicts of interest,
although the ban is aimed primarily at contractual dealings. 6 In its role
prohibiting conflicts of interest, the legislature has approached the issue nearly
two hundred times within statutory regulations affecting different agencies
and areas of state law.27 Conflicts of interest statutes are intended to prevent
those in the public sector, elected, appointed, or generally employed, from
using their position for personal gain instead of for the public's benefit.2" The
Texas Ethics Commission, created in 1992, has published more than 445
advisory opinions dealing with ethics and potential conflicts of interest for
government employees.29

The Texas Attorney General has delivered twenty advisory letters to
address the issue of ethical conflicts in public and private service conflicts of
interest, ° with five requests for an advisory opinion currently before the
Attorney General's office.3' The Attorney General's office also supplies
guidance to state and local officials by providing a handbook on conflicts of
interest.

32

For public officials or employees who are attorneys, the State Bar of
Texas Ethics Committee provides additional oversight to ethical behavior.

A17.
The Texans for Public Justice Study said lobbyists reported between $91 million and $210
million in contracts from 2,304 clients. Ninety-one lobbyists were former members of the
Legislature; 13 were former heads of state government agencies; and six were former legislative
officers. Those 110 ex-officials reported 1,159 contracts worth up to $44 million.

Id.
26. TEX. CONST. art. III, § 18.
No Senator or Representative shall, during the term for which he was elected, be eligible to (1)
any civil office of profit under this State which shall have been created, or the emoluments of
which may have been increased, during such term, or (2) any office or place, the appointment
to which may be made, in whole or in part, by either branch of the Legislature. .. nor shall any
member of the Legislature be interested, either directly or indirectly, in any contract with the
State, or any county thereof, authorized by any law passed during the term for which he was
elected.

Id. (emphasis added).
27. Tex. Legislature Online, Texas Statutes, at http://www.capitol.state.tx.us/statutes/statutes.html.

(last updated May 31, 2002). A Texas statute search of "conflict of interest" resulted in 192 references in
different sections of Texas law addressing its prohibition within Texas government. Id.

28. See AG HANDBOOK, supra note 19, at 2.
29. Texas Ethics Comm'n, Advisory Opinions, at http://www.ethics.state.tx.us/legal/AT-eaos

query.html (last updated Dec. 4, 2002).
30. Office of the Attorney General, Index to Opinions: Search Opinions, at http://www.oag.state

.tx.us/opinopen/opindex.shtml (last updated, May 31, 2002). A search using the term "conflict of interest"
resulted in 20 references within the 13 Attorney Generals' published advisory or letter opinions from 1939
through 2002. Id.

31. Id. A review of the 73 listed Pending Opinion Requests resulted in 5 requests (RQ 0575 JC,
RQ 0581 JC, RQ 0599 JC, RQ 0601 JC, RQ 0626 JC) that have the potential to affect conflicts of interest
jurisprudence within Texas. Id.

32. AG HANDBOOK, supra note 19, at I.
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Within the State Bar there are 71,170 active attorneys as of December 3 1,
2002. 3' Approximately eleven percent indicate their occupation as a
"government attorney."34 This equates to more than 7,800 attorneys that have
the potential to be affected by conflicts of interest and revolving door
statutes. 3 There are several rules which govern conflicts of interest and
ethical behavior for these practitioners. Moreover, there are nine
recommended changes proposed by the Texas Disciplinary Rules
Committee. 6 Several of these rule changes, if implemented, will have an
added effect on government attorneys.

1. The Texas Ethics Commission's Emerging Role

The Texas Ethics Commission (Commission) is one of the principal
constitutionally created enforcement mechanisms within the Texas
government." As a relatively new entity in Texas government,38 the
Commission is still building upon its procedural authority as a regulatory
agency.39 The legislature has specifically committed the administration and
enforcement of chapter 572 of the Texas Government Code to the Texas
Ethics Commission.4 The Commission consists of eight appointees,4 a staff
of around thirty-five employees, a general counsel, and five attorneys.42 The
Commission is granted investigative powers, the responsibility for ethics

33. E-mail from Kimberly Schmitt, Public Information Director for State Bar of Texas, to Mark
DesNoyer, Tex. Tech Univ. Sch. Law (Jan. 10, 2003, 5:09 CST) (on file with author).

34. Id.
35. Id.
36. Soules, supra note 14, at 755.
37. TEX. CONST. art. Il, § 24(a).
38. Id.; 18 Tex. Reg. 9707 (adopted to be effective Dec. 31, 1993); 26 Tex. Reg. 7115 (amended

to be effective Sept. 19, 2001). Texas voters approved the amendment to the constitution to create this
commission on Nov. 5, 1991, and the Commission issued its first opinion April 23, 1992. Texas Ethics
Commission. Duties at http://www.ethics.state.tx.us/tec/duties.htm (last visited Oct. 20, 2003).

39. See, e.g., Op. Tex. Att'y Gen. No. GA-0036 (2002) (asking the Attorney General whether the
Ethics Commission, in a commission-initiated complaint, may disclose to the respondent information
obtained in connection with other sworn complaints); Op. Tex. Att'y Gen. No. GA-0035 (2002) (asking
the Attorney General whether the Ethics Commission is authorized to interview third party witnesses in the
process of investigating a swom complaint); TEX. SUNSET ADVISORY COMM'N ON TEX. ETHICS COMM'N,
STAFF REPORT (Mar. 2002) (recommending more authority in conducting investigations; removing
unnecessary complaint procedures; filing improvements; and improving communications with public),
available at http://www.sunset.state.tx.us [hereinafter SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT].

40. TEX. GOV'T CODE ANN. § 571.061 (Vernon Supp. 2004).
41. TEX. CONST. art. III, § 24(a)-(c). Four members are appointed by the Governor, two by the Lt.

Governor, and two by the Speaker ofthe Texas House of Representatives. Id. Appointees are selected from
lists submitted by the Texas House and Senate. Id. These lists represent individuals from each political
party required by law to hold a primary, with equal numbers from each political party appointed to be on
the Commission. Id. Members hold staggered four-year terms and annually elect a presiding officer. Id.

42. E-mail from Sarah Woelk, General Counsel for Texas Ethics Commission, to Mark DesNoyer,
Tex. Tech Univ. Sch. Law (Jan. 6, 2003, 10:55 CST) (on file with author) [hereinafter EC E-Mail].
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training for state officials and employees, 43 and the ability to hold hearings."
In addition, the Commission issues advisory opinions by request or on its
initiative. 5

The Commission was created in1991 by the legislature to replace the
State Ethics Advisory Commission.46 That body had authority to issue
advisory opinions, but no enforcement authority, and it had been unfunded
since 1986."' In making decisions, the Commission must defer to the Texas
Attorney General and court opinions and must balance its own opinions with
those of the State Ethics Advisory Commission and the Secretary of State.4 8

Court rulings involving conflicts of interest and revolving door statutes are
limited, and much of the law has evolved through various advisory opinions
issued by the Office of the Attorney General and the Texas Ethics
Commission. 9

The Commission primarily regulates five key areas, including conflicts
of interest and revolving door statutes." First, it provides oversight ofelection
campaign financial disclosures and expenditures." Second, this commission
monitors contributions associated with special ceremonies honoring state
senators and representatives. 2 As a third primary duty, the Commission
regulates legislative lobbyists." Another important duty of the commission
is the regulation of other state agencies by monitoring and recording
"appearances," which are the interactions between agencies and individuals
or companies. 4 Further, the Commission enforces the regulations of state
agencies and investigates and resolves conflicts of interest arising from the
conduct of former state officers or employees." The Commission receives an
average of seventy-six complaints per year, 6 which, after appropriate hearings
and on a vote of six commissioners or more, are referred to the proper

43. TEx. Gov'T CODE ANN. § 57 i .071 (a) (Vernon Supp. 2004).
44. § 571.121.
45. §§ 571.091(a), 571.094.
46. See HOUSE COMM. ON STATE AFFAIRS, BILL ANALYSIS, Tex. C.S.H.B. 1, 72nd Leg., R.S.

(1991).
47. Id.
48. § 571.096.
49. AG HANDBOOK, supra note 19, at 1. Additionally, the State Comptroller and the Secretary of

State may also serve as a regulatory agency in a potential conflict of interest. See § 572.054(g).
50. See Tex. Ethics Comm'n, Statutory Duties, athttp://www.ethics.state.tx.us/tec/statdty.htm (last

visited Oct. 20, 2003).
51. §§ 571.016, 302.013, 302.015.
52. §§303.005,571.016. These programs are known as Governor for a Day, which honors the state

senator's service and president pro tempore, and Speaker's Reunion Day Ceremony, which honors former
house representatives. § 303.001.

53. §§ 305.001-005, 571.016.
54. §§ 2001.00 I-.005, 571.016; see also 2 TEX. JUR. 3D Administrative Law § 76 (2002) (stating

that individuals who appear before or contact a state agency must register with the agency).
55. §§ 571.016, 572.054.
56. SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 6.
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prosecuting attorney." The Commission does not share complaint information
with other state regulatory agencies, such as the State Bar, law enforcement
agencies, the agency of involvement, or the State Commission on Judicial
Conduct." However, after a recent review of this agency, the Texas Sunset
Advisory Commission recommended that the legislature create enabling
statutes to allow the Commission to share complaint information with other
state agencies.5 9

This recommendation would facilitate communication, and in some ways
insulate honest made errors, as any advisory opinion made by the Commission
is a defense to a civil penalty or prosecution if a person has reasonably relied
upon the written advisory opinion.6"

2. The Continuing Role of the Attorney General

While common law conflicts of interest matters were traditionally
handled by courts,61 the Attorney General has provided guidance to agencies
prior to the creation of the Ethics Commission and has subsequently provided
guidance mainly in the form of advisory letters.6 2 While agency matters are
now generally referred to the Ethics Commission,63 the Attorney General may
be deferred to or request certain actions be taken.6 4 The Office of the Attorney
General collects delinquent penalties, which are referred by the Ethics
Commission after every filing deadline.65

57. Id. While this commission has advisory jurisdiction over Penal Code violations, it does not
have enforcement jurisdiction over such violations. Id.

58. Id. at 8. Other agencies, such as the State Commission on Judicial Conduct, and State Bar have
such powers. Id.

59. Id. at 10.
60. § 571.097; Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 202 (1994); TEx. ETHICS COMM'N, A GUIDE TO

ETHICS LAWS FOR STATE OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES I (Sept. i, 2003), at http://www.ethics.state.tx.us/
filinginfo/otherpub.htm (last visited Dec. 28, 2002) [hereinafter EC GUIDE].

61. See Meyers v. Walker, 276 S.W. 305 (Tex. Civ. App.-Eastland 1925, no writ) (holding that
a public official entering into contract on behalf of city with a personal interest in a contract party renders
the contract void).

62. See, e.g., Op. Tex. Att'y Gen. No. V-640 (1948) (stating that a conflict of interest existed in
the contractual agreement between a Board of Regents and a bank); Op. Tex. Att'yGen. No. JM-884 (1988)
(stating that common law prevents commissioners from contracting with a party if a commissioner has a
personal interest as an employee of a party); Tex. Att'y Gen. LA-98-052 (1998) (advising that when a
public officer has a substantial interest in a proposed action of a local government, the officer should first
file an affidavit stating the nature of the interest before a vote or decision on any matter involving the entity
and refrain from further participation).

63. See also Op. Tex. Att'y Gen. No. GA-0036 (2002) (detailing Ethics Commission's authority
in a letter to a state senator and refusing to grant Railroad Commission promulgation ofrules already under
the Ethics Commission's jurisdiction).

64. See § 572.058(b) (discussing the removal of a state official by the Attorney General's petition
or on his initiative); Op. Tex. Att'y Gen. No. GA-0036 (2002) (deferring authority in a matter to the Ethics
Commission).

65. See SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 41-42.
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3. State Bar of Texas

State officials and employees who are attorneys may be subject to
sanctions by the Texas State Bar in addition to sanctions imposed by statutes
against conflicts of interest.66 Governing conflicts of interest for attorneys
within the state, the State Bar of Texas Professional Ethics Committee has
opined on conflicts of interest between the public and private sectors." This
committee began issuing its opinions in 1950, first through the Cannons of
Ethics, then in 1971 through the Code of Professional Responsibility, and
since 1990 through the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct.68

The Professional Ethics Committee consists of nine members of the state
bar who are appointed by the Texas Supreme Court.69 The legislature has
charged the committee with issuing opinions on "the propriety of professional
conduct other than on a question pending before a court of this state,"either
upon request or on its own initiative.7 Government employees that are also
lawyers have the heaviest restrictions placed on them; this can be best seen by
viewing the prohibitions of Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct,
section 1.10(e), ' and realizing this restriction is in addition to other binding

66. See TEX. DISCIPLINARY R. PROF'LCONDUCT preamble I 4,7, reprinted in TEX. GOV'T CODE
ANN., tit. 2, subtit. G app. A (Vernon 1998) (TEX. STATE BAR R. art. X, § 9). "A lawyer's conduct should
conform to the requirements of the law, both in professional service to the clients and in the lawyer's
business and personal affairs .... A lawyer should demonstrate respect for the legal system and for those
who serve it, including judges, other lawyers andpublic officials." Id. 4 (emphasis added).

In the nature of law practice, conflicting responsibilities are encountered. Virtually all ethical
problems arise from apparent conflict between a lawyer's responsibilities to clients, to the legal
system and to the lawyer's own interests. The Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional
Conduct prescribe terms for resolving such tensions. They do so by stating minimum standard
of conduct below which no lawyer can fall without being subject to disciplinary action.

Id. 1 7 (emphasis added).
67. See generally Southern Methodist University, Underwood Law Library, Ethics Opinions of the

State Bar of Texas, at http:/fiibrary.law.smu.edu/resguide/txethics.htm (last visited Oct. 23, 2003)
(including all of the State Bar opinions and guidance).

68. Id. One of the first such opinions issued on conflicts of interest between the public and private
sector was issued in September 1961, which relied solely on the Canons of Ethics. Op. Tex. Comm'n on
Profl Ethics No. 243 (196 1), at http://www.law.uh.edu/ethics/Opinions/201-300/0243.html (last visited
Oct. 23, 2003). The Committee found that a former Assistant County Attorney after resigning his position
could not represent a previous client in similar matters. Id.

69. TEX. GOV'T CODE ANN. § 81.091(a) (Vernon 1998).
70. § 81.092(a). "Committee opinions are not binding on the Supreme Court." § 81.092(c).
71. TEX. DIsCIPLINARY R. PROF'L CONDUCT 1.10(e) provides the following:
(e) Except as law may otherwise expressly permit, a lawyer serving as a public officer or
employee shall not:

(1) Participate in a matter involving a private client when the lawyer had represented
that client in the same matter while in private practice or nongovernmental
employment, unless under applicable law no one is, or by lawful delegation may be,
authorized to act in the lawyer's stead in the matter; or
(2) Negotiate for private employment with any person who is involved as a party or
as attorney for a party in a matter in which the lawyer is participating personally and
substantially.
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statutory regulations on conflicts of interest. Unlike other conflicts of interest,
which may be "cured" by obtaining consent from previous clients,72 the
"client" in this case (the government), normally does not opt to consent to
opposing party representation." Other academic works such as the ABA
Rules of Professional Conduct74 and the Restatement of Law Governing
Lawyers," are not binding authority, but provide jurisprudence, regarding
disciplinary or sanctioning proceedings.

The Texas Disciplinary Rules Committee has recently recommended
modification to the Disciplinary Rules in order for attorneys to have a
"meeting of the minds"76 regarding acceptable and prohibited behavior in
attorney confidentiality and attorney conflicts of interest."7 One of the
proposed changes is Amendment IA, which defines eight terms of art
involving conflicts of interest, which are "Affiliated with a Firm/Affiliated
Firm"; "Affiliated with Another Lawyer/Affiliated Lawyer"; "Apportioned No
Part of Fee"; "Client"; "Former Client"; "Matter"; "Personally Represents a
Client"; and "Represents a Client.""8 These added definitions would provide

TEX. DISCIPLINARY R. PROF'L CONDUCT 1. 10(e) (emphasis added).
72. See generally id. 1.06-1.09 (requiring that prior to new representation, consent by former client

to a conflict be provided).
73. See, e.g., Op. Tex. Comm'n on Prof'l Ethics No. 65 (1953), available at http://www.law.uh.

edu/ethics/Opinions/001-100/065.html (opining that a member of a law firm may not represent a public
utilities company before a city governing body while a member of the same firm serves the city government
body in a legal advisory capacity); Op. Tex. Comm'n on Prof'l Ethics No. 113, (1955), available at
http://www.law. uh.edu/ethics/Opinions/1 01-200/01 13.html (opining that the State cannot consent to
representation by a public official, that prior to election, was a member of a firm which had been employed
by the defendants in a criminal proceeding); Op. Tex. Comm'n on Prof'l Ethics No. 197 (1960), available
at http://www.law.uh.edu/ethics/Opinions/I 01-200/)1 97.htm (opining that one memberofa law firm may
not serve as chairman of the City Commission while his law partner accepts employment to represent clients
with interests before the Commission).

74. See MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.9 (2001).
75. REST. (THIRD) OF LAW GOVERNING LAWYERS § 125 (1998) (stating that a "lawyer may not

represent a client if there is a substantial risk that the lawyer's representation of the client would be
materially and adversely affected by the lawyer's financial or other personal interests").

76. See E-Mail from Prof. Robert Schuwerk, Univ. Houston L. Ctr., Chair for State Bar's Tex.
Disciplinary Rules Prof'l Conduct Comm'n, to Mark DesNoyer, Tex. Tech Univ. Sch. Law (Jan. 18, 2003,
11:53 CST) (on file with author) [hereinafter TDRPC E-Mail]. One of the tenement principles behind the
changes is to eliminate misreadings--on occasion willfully narrow--of the scope of the Texas Disciplinary
Rules of Professional Conduct, particularly as applicable to transactional lawyers. Id.

77. See Soules, supra note 14, at 753.
78. Compare id. at 755, with TEX. DISCIPLINARY R. PROF'L CONDUCT 1.06. Two of the proposed

terms are designed to lessen conflicts of interest through clearer definitions, e.g., "Personally Represents
a Client: A lawyer 'personally represents a client' in a matter if the lawyer represents the client and
personally exercises legal skill orjudgment on behalf of the client in connection with that matter," Soules,
supra note 14, at 755; "Matter: A 'matter' is a specific existing, proposed, or contemplated transaction or
adjudicatory proceeding, or a specific legal topic, about which a lawyer either exercises or is consulted
about exercising legal skill orjudgment on behalfof a client or prospective client." Id. "It does not include
a general retainer to assure a lawyer's availability to represent a client in unspecified matters as they arise."
Id. In the Soules article, the author also discusses terminology in the section titled "Comment:
Terminology for Rules 1.05-1.13." Id. at 758-59.
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benefit in the area of both conflicts of interest and revolving door statutes. 9

4. Agency of Involvement

Agencies that are involved in an alleged conflict of interest or revolving
door statute situation will have rules regarding what is permissible and what
is prohibited."0 It is well established that the rules of an administrative agency
are to be construed in the same manner as statutes.8' Still, state agency
counsels should be aware of other laws which may contain conflicts of interest
provisions in addition to the agencies' own rules.8 2 Conflicts of interest and
revolving door laws within an agency may specifically dictate higher
standards than those articulated generally for a state official or employee; 3 if
such standards are specified, they take precedence over those of chapter 572
of the Texas Government Code." The Attorney General and the Ethics
Commission recommend particular common-law rules, which restrict
contracts between agencies and board members or council members.8 5

II. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

A. Defining a Conflict

What are conflicts of interest, and how does an agency official avoid
them? Texas courts have long held that public officials should remove
themselves from any personal interest in a matter that comes before them or
before their agency. 6 The courts have recognized that having a personal

79. TDRPC E-Mail, supra note 76, at I. These proposed changes are currently being held because
of the Sunset Advisory Commission's ongoing review, which is expected to be concluded before May 2003.
Id. at 1.

80. Videotape: Conference on Conflicts for Appointed Agency Heads (14th Annual Advanced
Administrative Law Course and the State Bar of Texas, Sept. 24-28, 2002) (on file with State Bar of Texas)
[hereinafter Videotape].

81. Lewis v. Jacksonville Bldg. & Loan Ass'n, 540 S.W.2d 307, 310 (Tex. 1976).
82. EC GUIDE, supra note 60, at 3.
83. See TEX. ETHICS COMM'N, KNOWTHE ETHICS LAWS, at http://www.ethics.state.tx.us/pamphlet

/ethicslt.htm (Feb. 15, 1999).
84. See TEX. ETHICS COMM'N, REVOLVING DOOR: LEAVING A STATE AGENCY? A TEXAS ETHICS

COMMISSION GUIDE TO THE REVOLVING DOOR PROVISIONS IN CHAPTER 572 OF THE TEXAS GOVERNMENT
CODE, at http://www.ethics.state.tx.us/pamphIet/revdoor.htm (May 28, 1999).

85. Id.
86. City of Edinburgh v. Ellis, 59 S.W.2d 99, 99-100 (Tex. Comm'n App. 1933, holding

approved).
It has long been the public policy of this state to prohibit officers of a city from having a
personal pecuniary interest in contracts with the city and this policy is specifically expressed in
both the penal and civil statutes .... The foregoing rule rests upon sound public policy. Its
object is to insure to the city strict fidelity upon the part of those who represent it and manage
its affairs. The rule prohibiting public officers from being interested in public contracts should
be scrupulously enforced.
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interest might consciously or unconsciously influence actions of that
government official; consequently, the official might benefit himself over the
agency or the city. 7 The statutes regarding conflicts of interest stipulate that
"a state officer or state employee may not have a direct or indirect interest...
of any nature that is in substantial conflict with the proper discharge of the
officer's or employee's duties in the public interest."88 This concept is a long
held principle within government and in this state.89 Chapter 171 of the Local
Government Code incorporated the common law." The statutory guidance to
state employees can be found in the Government Code, Chapter 572, under
Standards of Conduct.9

B. Pecuniary Interest, Substantial Interest, Direct and Indirect

Defining an interest has been an important facet of statutes and judicial
decisions.92 In Meyers v. Walker,93 one of the seminal common law cases on
conflicts of interest, the court described the prohibited conflict of interest as
a "pecuniary interest." '94 This term of art has since become closely associated
with conflicts of interest in case law.95 However, the common use clouds the
issue, and the plain and common meaning of terms must be used to determine
the legislative intent. 96 "Pecuniary" is defined generally as "[o]f or relating
to money," 97 and "interest" is defined as an "[a]dvantage or profit, esp. of a
financial nature . . . a legal share in something."9' Thus, considering the
definitions and the fact that binding authority takes the plain and common

Id.
87. See Int'l Bank of Commerce of Laredo v. Union Nat'l Bank of Laredo, 653 S.W.2d 539, 548

(Tex. App.-San Antonio 1983, writ ref'd n.r.e.) (stating further that there must be a concern toward and
an expectation for those responsible for governing and expending funds).

88. TEx. GOV'T CODE ANN. § 572.001 (Vernon 1994).
89. DeLeon v. White, 9 Tex. 598,601 (1853) (holding that a commissioner for extending titles had

a conflict of interest by petitioning for land for his son and having the authority to issue the same, the
agency head's actions were "void for want of power in the grantor").

90. See AG HANDBOOK, supra note 19, at 5.
91. § 572.051.
92. One of the reasons that new definitions are being proposed in the Texas Disciplinary Rules of

Professional Conduct is that imprecise definitions resulted in ambiguities and unwanted or unexpected
results. TDRPC E-Mail, supra note 76, at 2.

93. 276 S.W. 305 (Tex. Civ. App.-Eastand 1925, no writ).
94. Id. at 307. "If a public official directly or indirectly has a pecuniary interest in a contract, no

matter how honest he may be, and although he may not be influenced by the interest, such a contract so
made is violative of the spirit and letter of the law, and is against public policy." Id.

95. See, e.g., City of Oak Cliff v. State, 79 S.W. 1068, 1069 (Tex. 1904); City of Edinburgh v.
Ellis, 59 S.W.2d 99, 100-01 (Tex. Comm'n App. 1933, holding approved); Delta Elec. Constr. Co. v. City
of San Antonio, 437 S.W.2d 602, 609 (Tex. Civ. App.-San Antonio 1969, writ ref'd n.r.e.); Int'l Bank
of Commerce of Laredo v. Union Nat'l Bank, 653 S.W.2d 539, 548 (Tex. App.-San Antonio 1983, writ
ref'd n.r.e.).

96. Moreno v. Sterling Drug, 787 S.W.2d 348, 352 (Tex. 1990).
97. BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 1152 (7th ed. 1999).
98. Id. at 816.
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meaning,99 the differences between a "pecuniary interest,"'" a "substantial
interest, ' 1°  or a "personal or private interest in a measure"' 2 should be
irrelevant in any discerning legal distinction within Chapter 572 of the Texas
Government Code. In Section 572.005, the legislature has clearly determined
seven elements, any of which is a substantial business interest.10 3

In Chapter 572 of the Texas Government Code and Chapter 171 of the
Texas Local Government Code, 4 while some provisions and prohibitions
appear similar, the intended population of the legislation is significantly
different.' Chapter 572 is aimed at state agency personnel, such as state
officers, executive heads, board members, state employees and appointed
officers of the state.'0 6 On the other hand, Chapter 171 targets "local public
officials" and is designed for municipal employees.'07 An important
commonality between the chapters is that in both Chapter 171 and in Chapter
572, an "interest" is considered in almost identical percentages of the voting
interest, profit, or income from that business.0 8 It is essential to distinguish,

99. Moreno, 787 S.W.2d at 352.
100. See BLACK'S LAW DiCTiONARY, supra note 97.
101. TEX. GOv'T CODE ANN. § 572.005 (Vernon 1994).
102. § 572.058.
103. § 572.005.
An individual has a substantial interest in a business entity if the individual:

(1) has a controlling interest in the business entity;
(2) owns more than 10 percent of the voting interest in the business entity;
(3) owns more than $25,000 of the fair market value of the business entity;
(4) has a direct or indirect participating interest by shares, stock, or otherwise,
regardless of whether voting rights are included, in more than 10 percent of the
profits, proceeds, or capital gains of the business entity;
(5) is a member of the board of directors or other governing board of the business
entity;
(6) serves as an elected officer of the business entity; or
(7) is an employee of the business entity.

Id. (emphasis added).
104. TEX. LoC. Gov'T CODE ANN. § 171.002 (Vernon 1999).
(a) For purposes of this chapter, a person has a substantial interest in a business entity if:

(1) the person owns 10 percent or more of the voting stock or shares of the business
entity or owns either 10 percent or more or S15,000 or more of the fair market value
of the business entity; or
(2) funds received by the person from the business entity exceed 10 percent of the
person's gross income for the previous year.

(b) A person has a substantial interest in real property if the interest is an equitable or legal
ownership with a fair market value of $2,500 or more.
(c) A local public official is considered to have a substantial interest under this section if a
person related to the official in the first degree by consanguinity or affinity, as determined under
Chapter 573, Government Code, has a substantial interest under this section.

Id.
105. TEX. Gov'T CODE ANN. § 572.002; TEX. Loc. Gov'T CODE ANN. § 171.001.
106. See §§ 572.002, 572.003; see also § 572.058(0 (stating that "personal or private interest" has

the same meaning as given under TEX. CONST. art. Ill, § 22).
107. § 171.00 1; AG Handbook, supra note 19, at 5-8.
108. Compare TEX. Gov'TCODE ANN. § 572.005(2) (defining substantial interest as "more than 10
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however, that the standards of the Texas Government Code are far more
encompassing in their scope and cover a much wider populace of employees
than those in the relevant chapters of the Texas Local Government Code." 9

In addition to such applicable legislation, a state agency within its
procedural rules may often address conflicts of interest and define with
specificity what that agency determines to be a pecuniary or substantial
interest, and that agency's standard may in fact be a higher standard than that
defined by statute."0 While not defined within the government code, state
agencies may prohibit conflicts by citing a certain period of time that a
commissioner must wait prior to an appointment to an agency.", State
agencies may also provide disincentives to companies who have used former
employees." 2 Additionally, there may be statutory provisions in organic
statutes, which prescribe conflicts of interest standards." 3 An example is
found in the Department of Information Resources enabling legislation."4

This procedural rule has a conflicts of interest provision provided."'
In cases where a state agency has oversight of a federally regulated

program, those state officials and employees may be subject to federal
regulations in addition to the state codes." 6 Additionally, within the Texas

percent"), with TEX. Loc. GOV'T CODE ANN. § 171.002(a)(1) (defining a substantial interest as 10 percent
or more").

109. TEX. GOV'T CODE ANN. § 572.003 (listing 4 types of "appointed officers" and 9 types of
"executives of state agencies").

I1O. See, e.g., 16 TEX. ADMIN CODE § 22.2(22) (West 2002) (Tex. Pub. Util. Comm'n, Definitions).
The Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUCT) defines a financial interest as the following:

Any legal or equitable interest, or any relationship as an officer, director, trustee, advisor, or
other active participant in the affairs of a party. An interest as a taxpayer, a utility payer, or
cooperative member is not a financial interest. An interest a person holds indirectly by
ownership of an interest in a retirement system, institution, or fund which in the normal course
ofbusiness invests in diverse securities independently ofthat person's control is not a financial
interest.

Id. (emphasis added). See also § 22.3(d)(2) (Tex. Pub. Util. Comm'n, Standards of Recusal for a
Commissioner) (requiring commissioners to recuse themselves from a proceeding when they have an
interest in the issue being decided in the proceeding).

It1. Videotape, supra note 80. For example, TEx. WATERCODEANN. § 5.053 (Vernon Supp. 2004)
prohibits a commissioner from appointment within two years of receiving a significant portion of income
from a permittee or an applicant; the Department of Informational Resources has a provision that precludes
someone from being appointed as a board member of agency head if they had any substantial interest,
interest being defined as 10% interest in a business technology or 25% of income from corporate interests.
§ 5.053.

112. §26.0283.
I 13. E-mail from Renee Mauzy, In-House Counsel for Texas Department ofinformation Resources,

to Mark DesNoyer, Tex. Tech Univ. Sch. Law (Jan. 27, 2003, 11:42 CST) (on file with author) [hereinafter
DIR E-Mail].

114. TEX. Gov'T CODE ANN. § 2054.022 (Vernon Supp. 2004).
115. Id.
116. See 18 U.S.C. § 208(a) (2002) (providing guidance on conflicts of interest for government

officials and employees); see discussion infra Part III.A-B. See also § 207(a)(2) (providing guidance on
movement between government and private employment, i.e., the "revolving door"); Videotape, supra note
g0.
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Constitution legislators are banned from having an interest, "either directly or
indirectly," in any contract with the state," 7 and any "personal or private
interest" must be announced and cannot be voted upon by the member. " 8 The
criteria of substantial business interest set out in section 5 72.005 of the Texas
Government Code applies to legislators equally." 9

For attorneys, more conflicts of interest proscriptions are added to the
above restrictions, and these are detailed within the Disciplinary Rules of
Professional Conduct, more specifically for this note, Rules 1.06 (Conflict of
Interest: General Rule) and 1.10 (Successive Government and Private
Employment). 2 ' The lawyer's duties are controlled by not only conflicts of
interest as defined in Chapters 171 and 572 and state agency rules, but also by
these rules of disciplinary conduct.' Rule 1.06(b) creates bans on behavior
by stating that an attorney "shall not represent a person ' 22  if that
representation, "involves a substantially related matter"'123 that would be
adverse to the lawyer's client or firm.124 In the second subparagraph, this rule
further defines that the adversity (or conflict) could be created by the client
(perhaps the lawyer's business entity) or by the lawyer or lawyer's firm. 125

Proposed amendment one, a new Rule 1.06, if adopted, would illicit this same
thought process, which is also reflected in the wording of paragraph (d). 126

If one combines Rule 1.10 and the wording of current 1.06(a), which
forbids the representation of a private client (which could be the lawyer or

117. TEX. CONST. art. III, § I8 (stating, "nor shall any member ofthe Legislature be interested, either
directly or indirectly, in any contract with the State, or any county thereof, authorized by any law passed
during the term for which he was elected").

I 18. TEX. CONST. art. Ill, § 22 (explaining that "a member who has a personal or private interest in
any measure or bill, proposed, or pending before the Legislature, shall disclose the fact to the House, of
which he is a member, and shall not vote thereon").

119. TEX. GOV'TCODE ANN. § 572.002(12). "'State officer' means an elected officer, an appointed
officer, a salaried appointed officer, an appointed officer of a major state agency, or the executive head of
a state agency." Id.

120. TEX. DISCIPLINARY R. PROF'L CONDUCT 1.06-1.11, reprinted in TEX. GOv'T CODE ANN., tit.
2, subtit. G app. A (Vernon Supp. 1997) (TEX. STATE BAR R. art. X, § 9).

121. TDRPC E-Mail, supra note 76, at 28 (stating that a "LAWYER HAS AN INDEPENDENT
DUTY TO CONFORM HIS OR HER CONDUCT TO SUCH PROVISIONS").

122. "Person" may always be an entity. § 572.002(7). Additionally, Rule 1. 10(h) defines a "private
client" to include a government agency if the lawyer is not a public officer of that agency. TEX.
DISCIPLINARY R. PROF'L CONDUCT 1.10(h).

123. Id. 1.06(b)(1).
124. Id.
125. Id. 1.06(b)(2); see also id. cmt. 5 (explaining that the "lawyer's own interest should not be

permitted to have an adverse effect on representation of a client, even where paragraph (b)(2) is not
violated").

126. See Soules, supra note 14, at 778. "(d) A lawyer shall not personally represent a client where
the lawyer knows that the lawyer's professional obligations to that client will or are reasonably likely to be
adversely limited by the lawyer's own interests or concerns for the interest of another person if the
representations is taken . I..." /d. (emphasis added). This is similar but not identical to the wording of the
current rule.
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lawyer's firm' 27) in a matter in which the attorney "personally and
substantially" participates as a government officer or employee, we see a bright
line developing between ethical and unethical considerations and the
imperatives in behavior and taking action in such circumstances.1 ' Looking
to Comment three of this rule, it states that "[a] lawyer should not be in a
position where benefit to a private client might affect performance of the
lawyer's professional function on behalf of public authority."' 129

C. Ethical Considerations

The decision-making process of public administration can be lengthy and
costly, and the final outcome in many cases may remain uncertain; there is
always a temptation to speed up such processes or make favorable decisions
more probable. 130 This situation might present the appearance of an ethical
conflict of interest. Using political influence for political exchanges, a quid
pro quo relationship between government and politics may arise, and this
relationship may or may not be ethical-or legal.' 3 '

Contrary to its title, the Ethics Commission is not providing much ethical
guidance through its hearing authority.3 2 Additionally, its principle vehicle,
the advisory opinion, has not always provided ethical guidance in its
interpretations and guidance. For example, the Commission has opined that
a state legislator is not required to report his activities of contacting state
officials and employees about a pending permit (presumably on someone else's
behalf), provided the legislator was not compensated for this conduct.'33 Of
course, the activity begs the question of whether campaign contributions or
other indirect compensation prompted such action.'34 Another opinion of the
Commission was that employment (i.e., salary and compensations) by a
legislator from a special district was a matter of personal ethics.'35 Still

127. See TEX. DISCIPLINARY R. PROF'L CONDUCT 1.12.
128. Id. 1.10(a).
129. Id. 1.10cmt. 3.
130. DAVID H. ROSENBLOOM & DEBORAH D. GOLDMAN, PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION:

UNDERSTANDING MANAGEMENT, POLITICS AND LAW IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR 535 (4th ed. 1998) (hereinafter
ROSENBLOOM].

13 I. ld. at 536. To illuminate this, the book's author poses the following two examples: First, a

political candidate saying, "Vote for me and I'll reduce your taxes" is a political exchange, whereas "Vote
for me and I'll give you $20" becomes unethical and illegally influencing (amounting to corruption);
second, a public administrator requested to speed work involving legislative casework is acceptable,
whereas paying for such work either by a private individual or through incentives would be illegal and
unethical. Id.

132. See SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 9. Noting the inadequacy ofthe Ethics
Commission's current regulatory powers, the report states that "Ithe Commission is not effectively
enforcing ethic laws when it routinely dismisses complaints due to inadequate evidence." Id.

133. See Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 40 (1992).
134. See id.
135. See Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 41 (1992). First deferring on making a decision on a matter
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another decision was that it was permissible "for a member of the legislature
who does not ordinarily reside in Travis County to use political contributions
to pay utility bills for a house in Austin that the member owns."'' 36

Most state officials and employees know that public officials may not use
information obtained by virtue of office to acquire an interest in property, an
interest in a business dealing, or an interest that would benefit from such
knowledge, 137 nor may a public official offer this knowledge to another. 138

Occasional corruption provides interesting newspaper articles; however, the
amount of decent, moral, and unselfish public servants make this state what it
is today.

139

Providing more faith and trust in state government is the intent behind
conflicts of interest and revolving door statutes. 4" The procedural rules, which
sometimes evoke an even higher standard, also reflect this legislative intent to
engender public confidence.' 4' In addition to state agency governance, Texas
law also prohibits conflicts of interest for local public officials by defining who
qualifies as a public official'42 and what is to be determined as a substantial

of ethics, the Commission opined, "[n]either chapter 36 ofthe Penal Code nor article 6252-9b, section 8,
prohibits a legislator from accepting employment from a special district." Id. It then deferred on making
a legal decision by stating the following:

Article Ill, section 18, of the Texas Constitution prohibits a member of the legislature from
having an interest in a contract with the state or with a county if the contract was authorized by
any law passed during the term for which the member was elected. Questions about the scope
of that provision should be addressed to the attorney general [sic].

Id.; see also Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 72 (1992) (stating when pressed a second time in that year for
an answer, that it would ask the legislature for clarification).

136. Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 76 (1992); cf Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 78 (1992) (opining
that "[a] member of the legislature may not use political contributions to pay for business and personal
phone calls not involving state business"); cf. Op. Tex. Comm'nNo. 80 (1992) (deciding that after a private
entity has flown a state official in the hopes that the legislator will influence a state agency, reimbursement
of personal funds to a state representative for an airline ticket or paying for the ticket out of campaign
contributions is prohibited, but an officeholder contribution or campaign contribution for that same amount
is acceptable provided it is not given as consideration for the state representative's vote, decision, or
recommendation).

137. TEX. PEN. CODE ANN. § 39.06(a) (Vernon 2003); EC GUIDE, supra note 60, at 7.
138. 39.06(b); EC GUIDE, supra note 60, at 7.
139. Videotape, supra note 80. As a participant in 14th Administrative Law CLE, Mr. Dudley

McCalla stated the following:
You hear about things going wrong, and properly so. When you consider the magnitude of very
important decisions made by agencies ofthis state, day in and day out, I don't think that anyone
can reach a conclusion, other than the vast majority of decisions are handled, discharged and
decided both lawfully and with integrity. For that, we need to be grateful.

Id.
140. TEX. GOV'T CODE ANN. § 572.001(b) (Vernon 1994).
141. Videotape, supra note 80.
142. TEX. Loc. Gov'T CODE ANN. § 171.001(1) (Vernon 1999) (defining a local public official as

"a member of the governing body or another officer, whether elected, appointed, paid, or unpaid, of any
district (including a school district), county, municipality, precinct, central appraisal district, transit
authority or district, or other local governmental entity who exercises responsibilities beyond those that are
advisory in nature").
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interest in a decision's outcome. 43

Yet, it sometimes is beyond the ability of those charged with oversight to
be aware of indiscretions or misconduct because those in positions of authority
have special expertise and access to information in making a multitude of
decisions.' 44 Unless there is a reason to suspect a public official or agency has
deviated from the public interest or the faith that has been vested in them,
routine procedures (e.g., audits) will rarely find these infractions. 14 Some
public administrative experts offer that "extra-agency" checks on public
officials and agencies are inadequate for the reasons above, but that checks
within agencies through rules and procedures are limited as well. 46 To a great
degree, ethical behavior must exist within the individual, through loyalty to the
public, the trust, and (when applicable) the party. 47

D. Damage & Penalties: Conflicts of Interest and Revolving Door Statutes

Conflicts of interest from state agencies cause serious financial damage
that must be absorbed by its citizenry. Texas has an eighteen billion dollar
market with a one hundred-eighty billion dollar investment pool. 4 ' The state
has nine major investment funds that total a market value of $127.2 billion at
the close of the last fiscal year. 49 The loss to these agencies from the Enron
collapse (although that conflict of interest was not between state and private
agencies), as an example, resulted in losses of more than sixty-eight million
dollars.'

143. § 171.002(a).
(a) For purposes of this chapter, a person has a substantial interest in a business entity if:

(I) the person owns 10 percent or more of the voting stock or shares of the business
entity or owns either 10 percent or more or $15,000 or more of the fair market value
of the business entity; or
(2) funds received by the person from the business entity exceed 10 percent of the
person's gross income for the previous year.
(b) A person has a substantial interest in real property if the interest is an equitable
or legal ownership with a fair market value of $2,500 or more.
(c) A local public official is considered to have a substantial interest under this
section if a person related to the official in the first degree by consanguinity or
affinity, as determined under Chapter 573, Government Code, has a substantial
interest under this section.

Id.
144. ROSENBLOOM, supra note 130, at 540.
145. Id. at 541.
146. Id. at 552.
147. Id. at 552-53.
148. See Richter, supra note 1.
149. Id.
150. Bruce Hight, Texas Loses $68.5 Million in Enron Fall, AUSTN AM.-STATESMAN, Jan. 24,

2002, at B i. According to the Deputy Attorney General for Litigation, the agencies directly affected were
Employee Retirement System at $28 million, Teacher Retirement System at $36 million, Texas A & M and
University of Texas at $I million, and $2.5 million from Texas Tomorrow Fund and Texas Tobacco Fund.
Id.
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According to Texas law, penalties for violations of a conflicts of interest
rule may be imposed for an abuse of office; often this violation will occur after
a person has moved from the private sector to a state agency. 5' Depending
upon the value of the illegally conferred benefit, a state official may
theoretically be incarcerated for a term of five years to life imprisonment if the
significant value of the service exceeds $200,000.152 Although authorized by
statute to refer cases to criminal prosecution, the Texas Ethics Commission has
never done so.'

Penalties for violations of conflicts of interest rules may also be imposed
for a misuse of official information if the person has obtained information
while serving as a public official or employee and then uses that information
for personal gain.'54 These penalties are not as severe, but violation could
result in ten years incarceration and fines.' Authority for penalties is found
in the statutes, which are then used by the Ethics Commission, although it is
not the prosecuting body.'56 The Attorney General has the authority to pursue
such interest on behalf of the State.'5 The Commission considers violations
of Chapter 572 through sworn complaints.'58 The respondent named in any
sworn complaint may rebut the alleged violation in writing at the preliminary
review stage and by appearance at the preliminary hearing stage. 159

15 1. TEX. PEN. CODE ANN. § 39.02(a)(2) (Vernon 2003). "A public servant commits an offense if,
with the intent to obtain a benefit or with the intent to harm or defraud another... misuses government
property, services, personnel, or any other thing of value... that has come into the public servant's custody
or possession by virtue of the public servant's office or employment." Id. (emphasis added); AG
HANDBOOK, supra note 19, at 2 n.4; EC GuiDE, supra note 60, at 6.

152. § 39.02(c)(7) (maintaining that such an offense "is a felony of the first degree if the value of
the use of the thing misused is $200,000 or more"); TEX. PEN. CODE ANN. § 12.32(a) (Vernon 2003)
(explaining that an "individual adjudged of a felony of the first degree shall be punished by imprisonment
in the institutional division for life or for any term of not more than 99 years or less than 5 years").

153. SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 8. Criminal prosecution must be referred
to the Attorney General or the district attorney's office. Id.

154. § 39.06(b). "A public servant commits an offense if with the intent to obtain a benefit.., he
discloses or uses information for a nongovernmental purpose that: (I) he has access to by means of his
office or employment; and (2) has not been made public." Id.

155. § 39.06(e) (explaining that an offense for misuse of official information "is a felony of the third
degree"); § 12.34(a)-(b). "An individual adjudged guilty of a felony of the third degree shall be punished
by imprisonment in the institutional division for any term of not more than l0 years or less than 2 years...
[and] may be punished by a fine not to exceed $ 10,000." Id.

156. TEX. Gov'T CODE ANN. § 572.007 (Vernon 1994). "This chapter does not prohibit the
imposition ofcivilpenalties by the commission in addition to criminalpenalties or other sanctions imposed
by law." Id. (emphasis added); § 572.008. "An offense under this chapter, including perjury, may be
prosecuted in Travis County or in any other county in which it may be prosecuted under the Code of
Criminal Procedure." Id. (emphasis added).

157. Tex. Att'y Gen., About the Agency, available at http://www.oag.state.tx.us/agency/agency.
shtml (last visited Jan. 7, 2004). The Attorney General is referenced nearly 2000 times in the states'
statutes. Id. The official files civil and criminal suits on behalf of or with the recommendation of state
agencies, or may do so on its own initiative without referral from another agency. Id.

158. § 571.121; Texas Ethics Comm'n, Sworn Complaints, at http://www.ethics.state.tx.us/tec/
sworn.html (Jan. 7, 2003) [hereinafter Sworn Complaints].

159. SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 14.
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II1. REVOLVING DOOR STATUTES

A. Texas's Principal Revolving Door Statute § 572.054

Revolving door statutes address another type of conflict of interest which
can occur after an attorney leaves a state agency to work for a business that
deals with that agency. Certain representation by former state officials or state
employees is not only discouraged, but is prohibited and may result in a
criminal offense. 6 ' The "revolving door" statute in Texas law is generally
located at section 572.054 of the Government Code, and along with other
provisions in Subchapter C, provides a basis for prohibited acts for former
members of regulatory agencies. It is a codification of an earlier statute,
Vernon's Annotated Revised Civil Statutes of the State of Texas, article 6252-
9b. 161

This revolving door statute principally mandates a two-year moratorium
on a person's representation on behalf of a business entity before the lawyer's
former government agency. 62 Within Section 572.054 two restrictions are
listed, each targeting a different type of public servant.' 63 The statute reflects
the two bills that were ultimately merged, with one prohibition included in the
House Bill' 64 and one in the Senate Bill. 65 One restriction addresses former
board members and executive directors of regulatory agencies, and the other
addresses the broader category of employees who were paid at a certain
minimum level.' 66 These restrictions are similarly reflected in federal law. 6"
This statute specifically applies to former board members and executive
directors for two years after ceasing employment. 68

160. 60 TEX. JUR. 3D Public Officers and Employees § 224 (2001).
161. Seesupra Part I.C.
162. § 572.054.
A former member of the governing body or a former executive head of a regulatory agency may
not make any communication to or appearance before an officer or employee of the agency in
which the member or executive head served before the second anniversary of the date the
member or executive head ceased to be a member of the governing body or the executive head
of the agency if the communication or appearance is made: (I) with the intent to influence; and
(2) on behalf of any person in connection with any matter on which the person seeks official
action.

§ 572.054(a). This moratorium relates to board members or executive directors, but is not applicable to
other former state agency heads. DIR E-Mail, supra note 113.

163. § 572.054.
164. Tex. H.B. 1, 72d Leg., R.S. (1991).
165. Tex. S.B. I, 72d Leg., R.S. (1991).
166. EC GUIDE, supra note 60, at 1I.
167. 18 U.S.C. § 207(a)(2) (2002) (restricting former officers, employees, and elected officials of

the executive and legislative branches).
168. EC GUIDE, supra note 60, at 11.
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The second portion of the statute, Section 572.054(b),'69 applies to state
officials and employees that reach the pay-grade of step 1, salary group 17 of
the salary schedule.70 Based on an adjustment of that pay scale,' 7' the Ethics
Commission estimates that state officials and employees with a salary in excess
of $30,588 would be subject to this statute. 7  This second portion of the
Revolving Door Statutes presents a bar that is not a moratorium, but a
permanent action. 173 It is important to note that these limitations do not apply
to former state officials and employees providing subsequent service to a
nonprofit or governmental entity. 74

B. Texas Ethics Commission Opinions

The Texas Ethics Commission has issued numerous opinions on the
Revolving Door Statute.' Beginning with an opinion on June 4, 1992, the
Commission has created and defined much that is involved in Section
572.054.76 Many of the early Ethics Commission's opinions on this statute
and nearly half of the total opinions on the subject determined whether a
particular agency or person fell under the jurisdiction of the code. 77

169. TEX. GOV'T CODE ANN. § 572.054(b) (Vernon 1994).
A former state officer or employee of a regulatory agency... may not represent any person or
receive compensation for services rendered on behalfofany person regarding a particular matter
in which the former officer or employee participated during the period of state service or
employment, either through personal involvement or because the case or proceeding was a
matter within the officer's or employee's official responsibility.

Id.; EC GUIDE, supra note 60, at iI.
170. § 572.054(c)(2); EC GUIDE, supra note 60, at 11.
171. This was the amount through the 1995 appropriations act; the legislature adopted a differing

classification scale in 1997. Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 397 n.I (1998).
172. § 572.054(c)(2); Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 397 n.1 (1998). As a rule, this is equated to

"step one, salary group 17.' Id.; EC GUIDE, supra note 60, at 1I.
173. EC GUIDE, supra note 60, at 11.
174. Id. at 8.
175. See TEX. ETHICS COMM'N, 1992-MAY 2001 CUMULATIVE INDEX TO ETHICS ADVISORY

OPINIONS: CUMULATIVE CITATION INDEX III-xx-10 to lll-xx-I i, available at http://www.ethics.state.tx
.us/legaV0603ndx.pdf(last visited Jan. 7,2004); Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 438 (2001); Op. Tex. Ethics
Comm'n No. 441 (2001). The Commission has opined on this issue in some fashion 57 times.

176. See Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 11 (1992). At that time, Section 572.054 was part of TEX.
REV. CIV. STATS. ANN. art. 6252-9b § 7A, added by Acts 1993, 73rd Leg., ch. 268, § l, eff. Sept. 1, 1993,
codified at TEX. GOV'T CODE ANN. § 572.054 (Vernon 1994 & Supp. 2003).

177. See Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n Nos. 11,23,44,52,70, 79(1992); Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No.
154 (1993); Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n Nos. 212,220,232,233 (1994); Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n Nos. 246,
250, 251,255,275,278, 292 (1995); Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n Nos. 298,324,337,353,364 (1996); Op.
Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 365 (1997); Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 397 (1998); Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n
No. 412 (1999); Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 438 (2001). Each of these advisory opinions asked whether
either a person or an agency must adhere to a revolving door prohibition. Id.
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1. An Agency

The revolving door statute primarily targets agencies which are regulatory
in nature.'78 A "state agency" is defined very broadly to mean any department,
commission, board, or agency that is a part of the executive branch of state
government, has power and authority that is not limited to a geographic portion
of the state, and was created by the Texas Constitution or an enabling
statute.' 79 "Regulatory agencies" have all the attributes of state agencies, but
additionally have the authority to engage in regulation.' The executive
branch contains most state regulatory agencies, beyond the more than forty-two
listed major state agencies, all of which come under the authority of the
Commission;'.' the Commission has also found other agencies to fall within
its purview.'82

2. Former Officers and Employees

Former officers and employees are quite naturally the principle concern
for the revolving door statutes. 83 "Former member" is an oft-used term of art
within communications involving Section 572.054(a). 84 Within the statutory
guidelines, "appointed officer,"'85 "elected officer,"' 86 "executive head of a
state agency,"' 87 and "party chairman,"'8 8 all fall within the meaning of this
term. While there have been some who question whether their billet falls
within the scope, there have been few exceptions made to provide
exemption. '"

178. See generally id. (citing various decisions which show the application of the statute to
agencies).

179. TEX. GOV'T CODE ANN. § 572.002(10) (Vernon Supp. 2004).
180. § 572.002(8).
181. § 572.003.
182. See, e.g., Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 52 (1992) (determining that Low-Level Radioactive

Waste Disposal Authority is a regulatory agency); Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 79 (1992) (opining that
Board of Pardons and Paroles is a regulatory agency); Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 154 (1993) (opining
that the Commission on the Arts is a regulatory agency).

183. § 572.054.
184. § 572.054(a).
185. § 572.002(1). These appointed officers include the secretary of state, senate-appointee to

higher-education institution's governing board, appointed state agency officer (excluding an appointee to
a vacated elected office), and any member of a governing board or commissioner of a state agency. Id.

186. § 572.002(4). These elected officers include a legislator, state-elected executive officer, state-
elected judicial officer, judge, State Board of Education member, or a district attorney. Id.

187. § 572.002(5). An executive agency head may be a director, executive director, commissioner,
administrator, chief clerk, any appointed agency CEO or administrative officer, anyone not appointed that
is in charge of an agency, chancellor or highest executive officer of a university system, or a president of
a public senior college or university (as defined by TEX. EDUC. CODE § 61.003). Id.

188. § 572.002(6). A party chairman is the state chair of a political party receiving more than 2%
of gubernatorial votes in the most recent election. Id.

189. See Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 11, 23 (1992) (opining revolving door statutes apply to
anyone who ceases service on or after January 1, 1992, and is an executive head). Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n
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3. Participated

An important question that the Commission has answered, which bears
special attention, is the applicability of the word "participated" within section
572.054(b) of the revolving door statute. 190 The state official or employee need
only to have "participated," in conduct defined as having acted in a decision
or investigation, or giving advice or recommendation. 9' There is ambiguity
in the somewhat vague, catch-all term "participated," and it encompasses a
myriad of actions. 92

The Commission has taken a position that provides less clarity on this
aspect, stating that "the word 'participation' does not necessarily imply
personal involvement."' 93 The Commission, by assuming this blind-eye
approach, has attempted explanatory guidance by offering "that 'participation'
in a matter can be nothing more than having authority over the individuals who
do have personal involvement with a matter, even if that authority is not
actively exercised."'

194

The Commission incorrectly relied upon Green v. State'95 to bolster this
decision, 96 but that criminal case stood for a very different idea. The notion
presented there was that the plain meaning of a statute to justify a search-
incident-to-arrest for probable cause was sufficient; if that statute were
disregarded, there were other violations that could have warranted the officer's
initial stop. '97 Loosely construing penal statutes to uphold legislative intent'98

did not answer the actual question before the Commission; instead, the
Commission developed a new theory on respondeat superior.'99

4. A Matter

The relevant statute directs that a state officer or employee can never
represent a person in a "particular matter. 200 A "particular matter" is defined

No. 44 (1992) (opining the revolving door statute applies to anyone who appears before an agency, either
for others or on his own behalf, contacts the board initially on another matter, if he intends to influence;
or actually attempts influencing agency action through communicating or appearing).

190. § 572.054(b).
191. § 572.054(h)(1).
192. Id.
193. Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 285 (1995).
194. Id. (emphasis added).
195. Green v. State, 773 S.W.2d 816 (Tex. App.-San Antonio 1989, no pet.).
196. Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 285 (1995).
197. Green, 773 S.W.2d at 818 n.1.
198. Id.; see also Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 285 (1995) (referencing Green v. State).
199. Although attorneys can be liable for the actions (wrong doings) oftheir partner or subordinates,

those actions must be known to the attorney for the attorney to be liable. See TEX. DISCIPLINARY R. PROF'L
CONDUCT 5.01, reprinted in TEX. GOv'T CODE ANN., tit. 2, subtit. G app. A (Vernon Supp. 1997) (TEX.
STATE BAR R. art. X, § 9).

200. TEX. GOV'T CODE ANN. § 572.054(b) (Vernon 1994).
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as "specific investigation, application, request for a ruling or determination,
rulemaking proceeding, contract, claim, charge, accusation, arrest, or judicial
or other proceeding. '21' This incorporates a wealth of activity and has no
expiration.02 This issue has also been clouded by an Ethics Commission
opinion stating that when two agencies are working on a project, the restriction
of that "particular project" may become a "separate matter. 2 3 Depending on
the extent of each agency's involvement, several factors will determine if the
matter is governed by the statute: (i) whether the state official or employee's
work was substantial; and (2) whether the involvement was decision-making
or actual participation in the project. 2° However, this appears to provide no
objective standard, but instead a subjective one as to whether the involvement
should be considered substantial,205

Moreover, the Commission has also opined that a state agency has no duty
to provide any listing of the matters on which a person may have participated
in order for those former state officials and employees to avoid unwarily
breaching their duty and violating this statute.206 This could prove detrimental
to the supervisor (the state official and employees which are the subject of
these restrictions) who has provided lengthy state service, but instead, reward
those who are less productive and leave state service rapidly by affording them
more opportunity for a full and accurate recall because of the smaller work
product they must remember.20 7

C. The Argument Against More Stringent Measures

1. Public Administrator & Legislators: Dollars Lost

Some public administrators believe preventing public employees from
taking private employment with firms with which they had previous dealings
will make employees become dependent upon and loyal to their agency.208

Other public administrators insist "responsible conduct of administrative

A former state officer or employee of a regulatory agency who ceases service or employment
with that agency on or after January 1, 1992, may not represent any person or receive
compensation for services rendered on behalf of any person regarding a particular matter in
which the former officer or employee participated during the period of state service or
employment, either through personal involvement or because the case or proceeding was a
matter within the officer's or employee's official responsibility.

Id. (emphasis added).
201. § 572.054(h)(2).
202. EC GUIDE, supra note 60, at 8.
203. Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 438 (2001).
204. See id.
205. See supra text accompanying notes 200-04.
206. Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 361 (1997) (determining the revolving door laws govern the

actions of the people and not the state).
207. See discussion supra Part IIlA-B.
208. ROSENBLOOM, supra note 130, at 543-44.
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functions is not so much enforced as it is elicited."' 9 These administrators
instead offer that the desire to engage in ethical behavior must come from a
self-imposed system of accountability,210 and that the actual cost of enforcing
ethics amounts to more than would be lost through the relatively small number
of dishonest government officials and employees.21'

The Texas Legislature presented very similar arguments in considering
the revolving door statutes. 1 2 Opponents of the Ethics Commission offered
that such laws are futile, stating:

The state of Texas already has a strong ethics law.... [Texas] should operate
under simple rules of conduct. You cannot legislate morality. It is ridiculous
to think that putting words on paper is going to make somebody ethical.
Ethics are what you believe in and the self-imposed rules that you abide by.
Increased disclosure requirements would simply create added expenses by
burdening filers with even more red tape.13

The Commission received 757 complaints between its inception and
2001.24 It dismissed, because of lack of jurisdiction or improper filing or
withdrawal by the complainant, 17 percent (131) of those potential ethical
violations."1 5 It further dismissed 43 percent (325) of complaints at the
preliminary review stage. The Commission settled another one-third (248) of
the complaints at the preliminary review.216 Thus, in the first ten years of the
Ethics Commission's existence, only four cases were brought to the
preliminary review hearing stage; two were dismissed and one was settled. 1 7

Only one case has ever been heard at the formal hearing stage,218 and the case
was not heard by the Ethics Commission, but rather by another agency. 19 The
cost of enforcement versus the cost-benefit of self-imposed ethical behavior,
referring to the original premise, cannot justify the expenses of an agency's
operation based solely on these results.20

209. Id. at 552 (citing Carl J. Friedrich, Public Policy and the Nature of Administrative
Responsibility, in THE POLITICS OF THE FEDERAL BUREAUCRACY, 333, 340 (Alan Altshuer & Norman
Thomas, eds., 2d. ed. 1977)).

210. Id.; see discussion supra Part lI.B.
211. ROSENBLOOM, supra note 130, at 547 (citing to REPORTOFNATIONALPERFORMANCE REVIEW,

FROM RED TAPE TO RESULTS: CREATING A GOVERNMENT THAT WORKS BETTER & COSTS LESS
(Washington D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1993)).

212. HOUSE COMM. ON STATE AFFAIRS, BILL ANALYSIS, Tex. S.B. 1, 72d Leg., R.S. (1991).
213. Id. (emphasis added).
214. SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 9.
215. Id.
216. Id.
217. Id.
218. Id.
219. Id. at 15. The State Office of Administrative Hearings (SOAH) heard the formal hearing and

charged the Ethics Commission $7,000 for conducting the hearing. Id.
220. See Tex. Ethics Comm'n Home Page at http://www.ethics.state.tx.us (last visited Nov. 8,2003).

The Ethics Commission gathers a plethora of information through Financial Disclosure forms and issues
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The cost of such proceedings must also be put in the context of time
required for a proceeding. Between 1998 and 2000, there were two hundred
thirty-eight sworn complaints; more than one-third (81) took more than six
months to resolve; almost one-quarter of the sworn complaints took more than
one year to resolve; and another twenty of the complaints still remain
unresolved.2

2. Public Perceptions & Government Attorneys

One argument against more stringent measures is that the public should
favor revolving doors because barring a return to the private sector would have
an adverse effect on voluntary service, thus causing qualified people to be
reluctant to serve in government.222 In a free country, according to this
argument, compliance with the law must be voluntary to be effective, and those
who serve in government shaping its goals in good faith have respect and thus
adhere to those policies and their implementation.223

Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct Rule 1.10, Successive
Government and Private Employment, deals with an attorney's conflict of
interest within a revolving door. 224 As a primary authority for prohibition of
conflicts of interest for attorneys, this rule tackles the revolving door issue
squarely.

22

Revolving door statutes are generally favored by the public, 226 but these
statutes can be detrimental to the process of attracting the best and brightest
attorneys to public service. This concern is articulated within comments to the
rules.227 While the intent of revolving door statutes, to avoid corruption, is a

guidance in Advisory Opinions, in addition to any enforcement of ethics or statutes. Id.
221. SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 20.
222. See Robert H. Mundheim, Conflict of Interest and the Former Government Employee:

Rethinking the Revolving Door, 14 CREIGHTON L. REV. 707, 708-09 (1981).
223. Id.
224. TEX. DISCIPLINARY R. PROF'L CONDUCT 1. 10, reprinted in TEX. GOV'T CODE ANN., tit. 2,

subtit. G app. A (Vernon Supp. 1997) (TEX. STATE BAR R. art. X, § 9); see also Soules, supra note 14, at
754-59, 832-37.

225. TEX. DISCIPLINARY R. PROF'L CONDUCT 1. 10(a). "Except as law may otherwise permit, a
lawyer shall not represent a private client in connection with a matter in which the lawyer participated
personally and substantially as a public officer or employee .... " Id. (emphasis added).

226. See, e.g., Restrictions on Job Switches from PUC Should Be Retained, HOUS. CHRON., Apr.
13, 1997, at Editorial Section, page 2 (urging the strengthening of legislation for revolving door statutes
and insisting there should be no relaxation of revolving door policies within Public Utilities Commission
of Texas (PUCT), some of the toughest in any state agency, and that more expanded controls should be in
place for the PUCT).

227. TEX. DISCIPLINARY R. PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.10 cmt. 3.
However, the rules governing lawyers presently or formerly employed by a government agency
should not be so restrictive as to inhibit transfer of employment to and from the government.
The government has a legitimate need to attract qualified lawyers as well as to maintain high
ethical standards. The provisions for screening and waiver are necessary to avoid imposing too
severe a deterrent against entering public service.
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commendable goal, it must be balanced against "excessive ethical zeal," which
may through overly broad restrictions actually thwart the interest of
government in bringing talented attorneys into an agency. 228 This need for
revolving door statutes must be weighed against the fact that many young
attorneys enter government service not to establish a career but rather to
acquire a marketable skill and specialized training in a particular field of
law. 2 9 These lawyers entering public service from private practice or vice-
versa provide strength to the legal system and the government 20 because each
side (i.e., the agency and the private entity) is aware of the goals, restrictions,
options, and needs of the other side.231

3. Agency Proscriptions

In addition to statutes and disciplinary rules, some agencies also provide
their own revolving door procedural rules. 232 For example, the Natural
Resource Conservation Commission will deny applications for water permits
if a former employee of the agency assisted in the preparation of the
application, 33 thus effectively barring private employment of any state official
or employee that had dealings with permits. Other state or federal laws which
may restrict a person's appearance before a state agency prevail over the
revolving door statute of Chapter 572.234 This same bar to employment is used
by the Natural Resources Conservation Commission for state officials who are
involved in issuance of permits for solid and hazardous waste disposal under
the Solid Waste Disposal Act. 235 This bar also holds true for entities applying
for facility permits that may emit air pollutants under the Clean Air Act.236

Id. (emphasis added).
228. Phillip A. Lacovara, Restricting the Private Law Practice of Former Government Lawyers, 20

ARIz. L. REV. 369, 373 (1978).
229. Id. at371.
230. See Robert H. Mundheim, Conflict of Interest and the Former Government Employee:

Rethinking the Revolving Door, 14 CREIGHTON L. REV. 707, 708 (1981).
The flow of lawyers from private practice brings us the variety of experience, the enormous
energy, and the spirit of independence which leavens our work. Thus, from my perspective as
the manager of a large government law office, I favor what has become known as the revolving
door .... I also favor governing this practice by rules, which make it easy to enter governmental
employment and minimize the restrictions upon leaving.

Id. at 708. Professor Mundheim was General Counsel of the U.S. Treasury at the time of his writing and
lecture on the subject. Id. at 707.

231. Lacovara, supra note 228, at 372.
232. E.g.,TEX. WATER CODE ANN. § 26.0283 (Vernon 2000); 12A TEX. JUR. 3D Conservation and

Pollution Laws § 190 (2002).
233. Id.
234. TEX. GOV'T CODE ANN. § 572.054(e) (Vernon 1994); Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 229 n.I

(1994). "Section 572.054(e) of the Government Code provides that other law restricting representing of
a person before a state agency prevails over section 572.054, the revolving door statute." Id.

235. TEX. HEALTH& SAFETY CODE ANN. § 361.0885 (Vernon 2001).
236. § 382.059.
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As previously mentioned, state agencies that have delegated authority for
a federal or a federally regulated program may, in addition to any of their own
rules, be subject to the federal rules governing the revolving door.237 As with
conflicts of interest rules, state agencies may develop revolving door statutes
that designate a higher standard and are more restrictive than those articulated
in Chapter 572,238 the penalty for violation of Section 572.054 being a Class
A misdemeanor.23 9

IV. AVOIDING POTENTIAL CONFLICTS

A. Financial Disclosure Statements

A primary safeguard for executive heads, which curtails conflicts of
interest and revolving door quagmires, rests in the sections of the Government
Code that deal with financial disclosure forms. Subchapter B of the Texas
Government Code Chapter 572 provides the details and requirements of filing
for public officials and state employees. 4 These filing requirements are
intended to serve as an authoritative guide for conduct,24' and failure to adhere
to these mandates serves as a basis for disciplinary actions.242

State officers, party candidates and party chairs must fill out verified
financial statements to comply with Texas law.243 Currently, there are nearly
200 "late filers" who have not filed the required reports.2" The Ethics
Commission is authorized to take civil enforcement actions in response to a
sworn complaint or on its own initiative,245 and it typically imposes automatic

237. See 18 U.S.C. § 207(a)(l)-(2) (2002).
(a) Restrictions on all officers and employees of the executive branch and certain other agencies
(I ) Permanent restrictions on representation on particular matters... (2) Two-year restrictions
concerning particular matters under official responsibility.., which may apply to Texas state
employees, who are involved in delegated authority for federal programs, such as Federal Waste
Water Program provision of the Clean Water Act.

ld.; Videotape, supra note 80.
238. See TEX. ETHICS COMM'N, KNOW THE ETHICS LAWS (1999), at http://www.ethics.state.tx.

us/pamphlet/ethicslit.htm.
239. EC GUIDE, supra note 60, at 8.
240. TEX. GoV'T CODE ANN. § 572.021-.0343 (Vernon 1994 & Supp. 2004).
241. This subchapter mandates, for example, that a "state officer, a partisan or independent

candidate for an office as an elected officer, and a party chairman shall file with the commission a verified
financial statement complying with Sections 572.022 through 572.025." § 572.021 (emphasis added). In
accordance with another section of the Government Code, "'shall' imposes a duty." § 311.016.

242. § 572.001(c).
243. §572.021. In 2001, the last year ofcurrently available data, 3,806 individuals filed reports with

the Ethics Commission. SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 47. State officials filed 2,451
personal finance reports (64% of all finance reports). Id.

244. Total count as of Dec. 3, 2002, was 196 public officials who are in violation of
§ 572.021 B.034. TEXAS ETHICS COMM'N, LIST OF LATE FILERS (2002) (on file with author).

245. Sworn Complaints, supra note 158, at 1.
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administrative penalties for late filing.2 46 To date, this Commission has never
referred a matter for criminal prosecution nor imposed a maximum fine 47

According to law, there are civil 248 and criminal2 49 penalties for failure to file.
The Commission may hold hearings, impose civil penalties, and refer matters
to criminal prosecution.50

These financial statements must include all sources of wealth and possible
conflicts in a commissioner, state officer, or employee's capacity to perform
their duties.25 ' These include the following: occupational income; category
and number of shares of stock, bonds, notes and commercial papers; and
business entities (real or acquired).252 Moreover, these financial statements
include the following people and entities: guarantors of loans, identification
of each person or financial institution with a liability of more than $1,000,
persons or organizations who have given any gift of more than $250 (and a
description of the gift), and listings of all boards of directors or executive
positions for all entities. 2 3  However, the most recent review of the Ethics
Commission indicated that it does not check incoming financial disclosure
reports for completeness. 54 While the legislative intent has been to provide
severe penalties,255 the Commission has reported that it does not have the
resources to check financial disclosure reports for compliance. 6

Perhaps one of the most difficult elements of Texas's conflicts of interest
and revolving door statutes for the individual is compliance with financial
disclosure statements rules; the number of forms, instructions, guides, and
filing schedules an individual must review or complete is staggering."
Nonjudicial candidate holders who do not file with the Ethics Commission

246. EC E-Mail, supra note 42, at I.
247. SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 8.
248. § 572.033.
249. § 572.034.
250. Sworn Complaints, supra note 158, at 1.
251. §§ 572.021-023.

252. § 572.023. This statutes lists as separate categories in detail, perhaps in the interest of being
all inclusive and avoiding any means of avoidance of reporting, business entities owned or acquired (under
(6)), assets and liabilities of a corporation or partnership with a controlling interest (under (9)), and "any

corporation, firm, partnership, ... joint venture, or other business association, excluding a publicly held
corporation ... registered under Chapter 305" (under (12)). Id. (Author's Note: For the purposes of this
note, this author will consider partnerships, corporations, firms, joint ventures, or other business
associations to be termed "business entities.")

253. Id.
254. SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 21.
255. See discussion supra Part II.D; see also SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 21

(discussing legislative intent regarding penalties for non-compliance ofreporting regulations). For example,
ifa person does not file a mandatory report (Eight Day Report) to the Ethics Commission, prior to elections,
or make corrections after the deadline, he is supposed to be fined $ 100 for each day the report or correction
is delinquent, up to a $10,000 maximum. Id.

256. SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 21.

257. Tex. Ethics Comm'n, Forms By Filer, at http://www.ethics.state.tx.us/filinginfo/filers.html
#localcoh (revised Aug. 29,2003).
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must deal with seventeen campaign finance forms, instructions, guides, and
filing schedules;. 8 those who do file with the Ethics Commission must handle
sixteen campaign finance forms, instructions, guides, and filing schedules.259

Judicial candidates who do not file with the Ethics Commission must manage
twenty-two campaign finance forms, instructions, guides, and filing
schedules;26 ° those who do file with the Ethics Commission, however, must
review or complete twenty-three campaign finance forms, instructions, guides,
and filing schedules.26 ' Lobbyists have a somewhat lighter requirement, for
they must manage a mere seventeen forms, instructions, filing schedules, and
guides. 62 Other paperwork requirements include the following: twelve forms,
instructions, opinions, filing schedules that apply to the election of the Speaker
of the Texas House of Representatives; 263 seventeen campaign finance forms,
instructions, guides, and filing schedules for Specific-Purpose Political
Committees;264 and nineteen campaign finance forms, instructions, guides, and
filing schedules for General-Purpose Political Committees. 26 Beyond the onus
of paperwork involved, the Commission will not accept any deviance from this
prescribed bureaucracy. 66

B. Announcement of Conflict, Recusal, Waiver or Preservation of Error

State officials and employees must announce if there is a conflict in an
issue in which they are involved.2 67 However, this announcement of conflict
and recusal on issues primarily targets voting board members 61

For attorneys, the comments in the Disciplinary Rules of Professional
Conduct provide strong guidance in their current wording and in the proposed
changes. For example, the comments to Rule 1.06 instruct that representation
should be declined if conflicts of interest exist before a representation is
undertaken .269

258. Id.
259. Id.
260. Id.
261. Id.
262. Id.
263. Id.
264. Id.
265. Id.
266. See Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 7 (1992) (stating that a filer may not substitute any form,

unless first approved by the Commission and that paper size and format must be substantially the same as
the Commission's form).

267. TEX. GOV'T CODE ANN. § 572.058 (Vernon 1994).
268, Id.
269, TEX. DISCIPLINARY R. PROF'L CONDUCT 1.06 cmt. 1. The comment states that "[a]n

impermissible conflict of interest may exist before representation is undertaken, in which event the
representation should be declined. If such a conflict arises after representation has been undertaken, the
lawyer must take effective action to eliminate the conflict, including withdrawal if necessary to rectify the
situation." Id. The comment to the proposed rule uses the same wording and states, "[w]ith that in mind,
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

Problems within government concerning conflicts of interest and
revolving door statutes are an inherent part of the "Fourth Branch of
Government," public administration. The areas that must be examined for
improvement are the statutes governing conduct and legislative action for
improvement, the regulatory agencies or authorities responsible for enforcing
those laws, the individual's responsibility, accountability to the agencies, and
the State Bar.

The Sunset Advisory Commission last reviewed the regulatory powers of
the Ethics Commission in 2002 and, after finding weakness in the
commission's abilities, has made numerous recommendations.27 Additionally,
the Sunset Advisory Commission's survey revealed that Ethics Commission
users believed agency performance was generally poor.27'

A. Legislative Concerns: Should an Ethics Commission Be Political
Appointees?

The legislature created the Ethics Commission in response to a mandate
from the people when the voters amended the Texas State Constitution in
1991.272 Texas Government Code Chapter 571 incorporated this will of the
people into enabling statutes. 73 The codification of conflicts of interest laws
and revolving door statutes, once contained in the Vernon Texas Civil Practice
Codes, are now incorporated into the Government Code Chapter 572.274
Therefore, the citizenry of Texas presumably desires a regulatory agency to
enforce practical, ethical, and accountable behavior in their state government
and in the people who manage that government. The legislature must clearly
take an active role in the reform of the statutory guidance on ethics for state
agencies, state officials, and state employees.

A question that begs asking is whether a state commission charged with
enforcement of policies, which regulates the behavior of political parties,
political appointees, and senior state employees, should be derived from a

for disciplinary purposes, a conflict of interest prohibited by these rules may exist before representation is
undertaken, in which event the representation should be declined." See Soules supra note 14, at 779.

270. See generally SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39 (listing the recommendations).
See also TEX. SUNSET ADVISORY COMM'N ON TEX. ETHICS COMM'N, SUNSET COMM'N DECISIONS (June
2002) (summarizing the Sunset Commission's decisions), at http://www.sunset.state.tx.us [hereinafter
SUNSET COMM'N DECISIONS].

27 I. TEX. SUNSET ADVISORY COMM'N ON TEXAS ETHICS COMM'N, STAFF REPORT (Mar. 2002),
Appendix D: Results of Survey of Complainants, Respondents, and Financial Disclosure Filers at 65-7 1,
at http://www.sunset.state.tx.us [hereinafter Appendix D].

272. TEx. CONST. art. II, § 24a.
273. Id.
274. See discussion supra Part I.C.
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political process.27 If the answer is in the negative, then what process for
selections should we implement? An excellent model is found in a regulatory
agency that must be held to the highest standards, the Federal Reserve Board.
Essentially, the Federal Reserve Board is entrusted with the economy of the
United States. 76 The Texas Ethics Commission is essentially entrusted with
the ethics and morality of the Texas government. 77 The President appoints the
Federal Reserve System's Board of Governors and Congress confirms; each
member then serves for a period of fourteen years.278 This long tenure is to
ensure that no purely political appointment will endure. 79 Certainly, no one
is implying the current Ethics Commission was created for mere political
maneuvering. However, politically neutral conflicts of interest laws and
revolving door statutes will avoid certain unfavorable situations, and by
creating a similar process or other board-selection method, the appearance of
impropriety or putative occurrences will never arise."' Continuity currently
unknown to this body may exist if the Ethics Commission members are
appointed by the Governor, confirmed by the state legislature, and provided
staggered terms that last longer than the possible tenure of the executive.
Those who served on this commission would be able to act free of political
pressure.2"' These appointees should also come from areas more conducive to
their role in government, such as the in-house counsels for regulatory agencies
or the Attorney General's office,2"2 and clearly display the unwavering
enforcement qualities necessary to carry out the mandate of the people in open
and ethical government.

275. HOUSE COMM. ON STATE AFFAIRS, BILL ANALYSIS, Tex. C.S.H.B. I, 72d Leg., R.S. (1991).
"CSSB I [Creation of Ethics Commission] would assemble a highly partisan ethics commission. Allowing
the legislative caucuses to nominate members would only ensure that commission members would be
nominated solely on the basis of their willingness to tow the party line." Id. at 12.

276. See generally BD. OF GOVERNORS, FED. RESERVE Sys., THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM:
PURPOSES & FUNCTIONS 7 (8th ed. 1994) (giving a concise overview of the Federal Reserve System).

277. See SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 48.
278. BD. OF GOVERNORS, supra note 276, at 4.
279. Id.
280. See HOUSE COMM. ON STATEAFFAIRS, BILLANALYSIS, Tex. C.S.H.B. 1, 72d Leg., R.S. (1991).

The legislative intent was to provide more public confidence in government and to avoid the imputation
of public servants for ethical impropriety. Id. "Public Officials face the very real risk of having their
reputations destroyed by frivolous bad-faith accusations." Id. at 10.

To implement this policy and to strengthen the faith and confidence of the people of this state
in state government, this chapter provides standards of conduct and disclosure requirements to
be observed by persons owing a responsibility to the people and government of this state in the
performance of their official duties.

TEX. GOV'T CODE ANN. § 572.00 1(b) (Vernon 1994).
281. Appendix D, supra note 271, at 70. While filers in this survey wanted to maintain the

composition of the board, complainants and public interest groups were also surveyed and favored the
following: appointment without regard to party affiliation; forbidding a legislator, lobbyist, campaign
treasurer, or consultant from serving for two years before appointment; and qualifications based upon
qualification for the position, rather than party. Id.

282. Similar sentiment is expressed by public interest groups such as Texans for Justice and
Common Cause for Texas. See SUNSET COMM'N DECISIONS, supra note 270 at 21.
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Conflict of interest recusal is discussed within Chapter 572, but this
recusal process is only narrowly addressed within the confines of an elected or
appointed state official.8 3 This statute should be broadened to be more
inclusive of preventive conduct for conflicts, revolving doors, and the people
accountable under the legislation. It should contain the terms "Executive head
of state agency," "individual," "state employee," and "state officer;" or should
state that the statute is "inclusive of all persons as defined within § 572.002."

B. Sunset Advisory Commission's Recommendation: An Ethics
Commission with Teeth

The legislative intent was to create a body that would provide ethical
guidance, but also serve as a means of disciplinary action for improper
conduct.284 First, according to the Sunset Commission recommendations, any
violations of the Texas Penal Code should be referred to the prosecuting
attorney.285 The Sunset Advisory Commission has additionally recommended
improved subpoena powers andjurisdictional authority after their investigation
of the Commission. 286  Those who have been involved in the process as
complainants feel that the procedures are weak,287 and that the action of the
Ethics Commission does not adequately deal with offenders of Chapter 572.2"8
Public interest groups involved in the process recommend higher fines.289

However, since the Commission has never imposed a maximum penalty, has
never referred a case to prosecution, has opined that fines can be paid from
campaign contributions, and has only referred one case to a formal hearing,2"
"raising the stakes" would appear to have little effect.29 ' Yet, a majority of
those surveyed, including filers, felt that the fines were not steep enough to
deter late filing.292

283. § 572.058; see also discussion supra Part IV.B (stating the requirement that state officials and
employees announce conflicts in issues in which they are involved).

284. § 572.001(c). "It is the intent of the legislature that this chapter serve not only as a guide for
official conduct of those persons but also as a basis for discipline of those who refuse to abide by its
terms." Id. (emphasis added).

285. SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 1I; SUNSET COMM'N DEcISIONS, supra note
270, at 3.

286. SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 5.
287. Appendix D, supra note 27 1, at 68.
288. Id. "I saw nothing in the process that would inhibit this .... I honestly can't see that they

address anything." id.
289. Id.
290. SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 8,9, 54; Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 315

(1996).
291. The Ethics Commission has also opined that an officeholder may use political contributions,

i.e, his "warchest," to pay any legal expenses incurred in state or federal investigations for public
corruption, suggesting that referring a case to prosecution or formal hearing would be a futile effort, if the
offender has accumulated large contributions. Op. Tex. Ethics Comm'n No. 310 (1996).

292. Appendix.D, supra note 271, at 70.
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Second, revitalizing public confidence in this agency will provide more
adherence from public officials and help the Commission enjoy more public
support. Additionally, improving the time involved in sworn complaints will
help.293 A survey of complainants and public interest groups revealed that the
Commission's business practices were insufficient,294 and that the Commission
does not handle complaints in a timely manner.295 Respondents to the survey
of complainants, filers, and public interest groups also yielded information
concerning public perception of the Ethics Commission's training procedures;
comments concerning the training of state officials in conflicts of interest were
negative.296 Both filers and public interest groups indicated dissatisfaction
with conflicts of interest training; respondents indicated that state employees
were receiving the training, but that state officials needed more training than
they were receiving.297

C. Cautionary Advice for Attorneys in Government Service

1. For the Individual Attorney

Practical advice comes best from those well-acquainted with the field.29

Conflicts of Interest legislation is not addressed within the text of the
Disciplinary Rules, except in the comments where it mentions that it does
exist.2 A lawyer should not make decisions about conflicts of interest without
consulting with other respected, trustworthy attorneys so that the potential
conflicts or impropriety may be averted."' Government attorneys should be
wary of action without consultation because the public needs to have
confidence in the institutions.3 ' Texas's open government provisions create
transparency in transactions, successive relationships, and discretionary
decision-making. 2 Lawyers must be sensitive to the perception that they will
use their new governmental position to further former clients' or their own
interests.30 3

293. SUNSET COMM'N DECISIONS, supra note 270, at 9.
294. See Appendix D, supra note 271, at 66. Suggestions in response to the survey included, "Be

open like a regular enforcement agency." Id. (emphasis added)
295. Id.
296. Id.
297. Id. at 70.
298. TDRPC E-Mail, supra note 76, at 2; E-Mail from Scott Durfee, Chair for State Bar's Gov't

Lawyers Section, to Mark DesNoyer, Tex. Tech Univ. Sch. Law (Jan. 17, 2003, 14:42 CST) (on file with
author) [hereinafter Gov't Lawyers E-Mail].

299. TDRPC E-Mail, supra note 76, at 2.
300. Gov't Lawyers E-mail, supra note 298, at 1.
301. Id.
302. Id.
303. TDRPC E-Mail, supra note 76, at 2.
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The greatest challenge for a government lawyer is maintaining public
confidence in his or her impartiality and objectivity when negotiating
transactions with, or litigating against, former colleagues or clients .... [T]he
government lawyer has to guard against the perception that his decisions are
made, in whole or in part, to benefit his friends and former clients. 4

When necessary, one should raise disclosure of prior representations to
an interested party; however, this disclosure must be balanced against the
lawyer's discharge of duties. 30 ' The government lawyer must always safeguard
confidential information that clients provide to their counsel. 306 This becomes
more sensitive when a state official or employee is involved in an area of law
that he or she was practicing prior to the state service. 37 The "guiding
principle," however, is that concealment will be more adverse to the lawyer if
discovered than will the consequences of a disclosure.30 8 Public confidence
and disclosure, therefore, become the juxtaposition of conflicts upon private
lawyers entering government employment; conversely, authorities caution
similarly against the "revolving door" upon departing government service.30 9

Public interest movements are often concerned with the perceived or real
abuses of the confidences possessed by the former government official upon
leaving state service.31°

2. For the Agency and In-House Counsel

State agencies need to be sure that they are aware of the situations
involving those attorneys entering public service from private practice.31'
Additionally, agencies must ensure that their newer attorneys appreciate and
understand "the ethical parameters under which they now operate."3 2

Regulatory agencies must ensure that they are making lawyers fully aware of
the restrictions upon them when the lawyers depart their respective agencies.3 13

304. Gov't Lawyers E-mail, supra note 298, at 1.
305. Id.
306. Id.
307. Id.
308. Id.
309. See supra Parts II-Il1.
310. TDRPC E-Mail, supra note 76, at 2.
311. Id.
312. Id.
313. Id.
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D. Forms and Requirement to Report Advisory Opinions, In-House Counsel

1. Standardized Forms

State regulatory agency officials are the subject of the lion's share of
mandatory requirements which are designed to avoid conflicts and revolving
door violations.3t4 Designed to regulate improprieties and conflicts and to
make people aware of a conflict existence, these reports are called Personal
Financial Statements.3" 5 Reports, from their variety and complexity, compile
a monumental amount of papers and paperwork to be managed." 6 This
"mountain of paperwork" is admittedly more than the responsible agency can
manage." 7 The forms necessary for this reporting should be made more broad
and inclusive, so that one personal financial disclosure file can be used for any
category of "filer."3 m These forms must be able to be checked by the Ethics
Commission, or the point of the form is lost completely.

With one type of standardized form (not requiring various ancillary
forms), the agency should accomplish this task more readily. The Sunset
Advisory Commission also recommends that a system for randomly checking
reports at various crucial times be implemented to ensure compliance with
form completion.3"9 The legislature has created an electronic filing system to
make such reporting easier32 Therefore, in compliance with the legislative
intent and adhering to the recommendations of the Sunset Advisory Committee
review of the Ethics Commission, the legislature should close all currently
available exemptions from electronic filing and mandate electronic filing. This
electronic filing would greatly reduce the amount of mailed forms.

2. Mandatory Electronic Filing (for Everyone)

Based upon the last available data on paper versus electronic filing,
eliminating the exemptions would reduce filed papers by fifty-three percent. 31

Many federal and state agencies do not have specific electronic filing systems;
the Ethics Commission should eliminate these dynasty-building forms and

314. TEX. GOV'T CODE ANN. §§ 572.001, .002, .021 (Vernon 1994 & Supp. 2004). in 2001, state
officials filed 2,451 personal finance reports (64% of all finance reports). SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT,
supra note 39, at 47.

315. See §§ 572.021-.034.
316. See discussion supra Part IV.A.
317. SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 2 1. "Since the agency does not thoroughly

check incoming reports, it only becomes aware of incomplete reports if a filer submits a corrected report
or if someone files a complaint." Id.

318. See discussion supra Part IV.A.
319. SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 22.
320. Id. at 26-27.
321. Id. at 27. For January 15, 2002, 2,570 reports were required to be filed electronically; however,

1,373 (53%) used exemptions to avoid electronic filing. Id.
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place one standardized form for personal disclosure that is available on the
Texas Online web site.322 By making the personal financial disclosure forms
user-friendly, agency-friendly, and completely accessible, the process would
be completely revamped and would place the responsibility for reporting with
the individual, rather than the current system which appears unmanageable. 23

3. Agency Procedural Rules for Compliance

The Ethics Commission has the authority to access stiff penalties for late
or delinquent filing.324 Yet, the agency is incapable of accurate assessment of
delinquent filers,3 25 thus leading to the conclusion that compliance monitoring
should not rest centrally and solely within the Commission. Instead,
compliance monitoring should also be distributed to every state agency 326 by
a legislative mandate that agency procedural rules incorporate a reporting-
compliance for persons as identified in Section 572.001 and Section 572.002,
as well as those in advisory opinions.3 " A philosophy of "when in doubt, fill
it out" should apply;32 then, the Ethics Commission could send a simple form
letter advising that office of no need for reporting (which would be retained on
file with the agency). Moreover, significant amounts of advisory opinions are
in response to affected people asking whether they are required to file.329 This
would also decrease the expenditure of resources by the Attorney General's
office in tracking down those filers not in compliance.330 It would also aid in

322. Id. at 29; TEXAS ONLINE at http://www.state.tx.us (last visited Dec. 18, 2003). The Texas
legislature created the Texas Online Project in 2001. SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at
29. This program was designed to build electronic reporting ability available to all Texans so that state
agencies and local governments can operate more effectively, at a reduced cost, to better serve residents and
business and make government accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Id.

323. See Appendix D, supra note 271, at 66. Public interest groups also favored making complaint
forms available on the Commission's website. Id.

324. TEX. GOV'T CODE ANN. §§ 572.033-.034 (Vernon 1994 & Supp. 2004); Sworn Complaints,
supra note 158, at I.

325. See SUNSET COMM'N STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 41.
326. See § 572.002 (showing partial listing).
327. See §§ 572.001-.002; see discussion supra Parts I-IV (discussing conflicts of interest,

revolving door statutes, and avoiding potential conflicts).
328. By mandating conformity, considerably less resources and energy would be expended by the

Commission. As an example of the expenditure in time and resources, this author searched the advisory
opinions, and 26 or more advisory opinions were requested by agencies as to whether or not they fell under
the revolving door statutes. These requests for whether their office was required to file occurred as many
as seven years after the statutes had gone into effect.

329. See generally TEX. ETHICS COMM'N, CUMULATIVE DIGEST OF ETHICS ADVISORY OPINIONS,
available at http://www.ethics.state.tx.us/legal/digest-a.html, http:l/www.ethics.state.tx.us/legal/digest
_b.html, and http://www.ethics.state.tx.usllegal/digestc.html (last visited Oct. 23, 2003) (responding to
file inquiries).

330. SUNSET COMMN STAFF REPORT, supra note 39, at 54. Currently the Attorney General's office
wastes resources attempting to collect delinquent penalties from erroneous reports referred by the Ethics
Commission. Id. Part of this inaccuracy is a result of being overwhelmed by forms. See discussion supra
Part IL.
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the creation of a databank of current filers, which could be reviewed by the
legislature and Sunset Advisory Committee for including or excluding agencies
and their office.

VI. SUMMARY

While America continues to face ethical dilemmas, so too does Texas.
The conflicts of interest have been in existence throughout this state's history,
and will most likely continue to be a matter of concern to the state and its
people. Whether the wish of those who would dissolve the Ethics Commission
or those who would bolster its authority will prevail is yet to be seen. History,
however, indicates that Texans want accountability in their state officials and
employees.

With that in mind, the principle regulatory agency for ethics must be
granted greater powers, and to be effective, closer scrutiny of the composition
of its body are in order. Other models within government may better serve the
state than the representation by a political party. Additionally, the Ethics
Commission needs to improve its system of reporting and hold those required
to report responsible for delinquency in their duty to report.

Government attorneys must be cautious in their dealings because of the
higher standard exacted on practitioners. Advice from experts in ethics and
government suggest that erring on the side of caution, conferring with other
attorneys, and disclosing a potential conflict of interest immediately are the
most important actions when dealing with a former client or appearing before
a former agency.

Finally, state officials and employees must be cautious to examine the
enabling statutes and procedural rules of their parent agency. Requirements
for appointments, moratoriums, and permanent bans may be prices for serving
within certain state vocations. Conversely, agencies and legislators must be
careful not to make restrictions so severe that they limit or deter qualified
professionals from providing service to their state and local governments.

by Mark S. DesNoyer




